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I . I n troduction 
In a rece n t paper the aut ors have ade a critical evaluation of 
present regional development doctrine with regard to equity conside-
rations in market and mixed economies (Stohr and Todtlin g, 1976). 
The present paper contains an evaluation of concrete regional develop-
ment trends and policy instruments for less developed areas in a 
n mbe r of mark et and mixe d economies a nd tries to i nterp ret their 
success er failure in the light of regional economics and regional 
development theory. 
Explicit policies for regio nal development h ave no w been undertaken 
for about half a century ever since major regional programs such as 
the Ruhrsiedlungsverband in Germany, the Special Areas Policy in 
Great Britain and TVA in the USA were initiated. These programs 
were essentially oriented towards the solution of problems of 
individual regio n s or of specific types of regions. Si~ce the 1950's, 
broader policie s for regional development evolved , most of which were 
oriented toward s reducing spatial disparities of living levels at 
the national level. 
Spatial disparities in living levels had increasingly bec ome a 
po licy issue.both for objective and for subjective reasons. Objec -
tively.because integration permitted formerly contained flows 
(of production factors, co mmo dities, information, organizational 
linkages etc.) to move .over mu ch wider areas. This led to a change 
in the spatial pattern of activities and livi n g levels by which some 
regions gai ned while others lost. S u bjectively it becamu a policy 
issue, because with increasing s c ales of interaction and infor mation 
e c ar,ge, exist i g spa ial differe ces i living evels ca . e to be 
percei ed C stro-ger by loca ad regional co ni ies tan 
t e ad been before . hese facts are valid for . ar et and ixed 
eco n o ies as we 1 as for p a r ned econo ,ies . 
In mar et and mixed econo ies , these flows and the choices of activity 
locatio n s are essentially left to the individual decision-ma er. 
Only when the divergence between private and social costs of such 
individual decisions surpasses a magnitude considered tolerable in 
economic, social or political terms, does policy intervention take 
place.either by prorroting development in regions which lag 
behind the national average, or by controlling it in areas of 
extremely rapid growth accompanied by severe problems of agglo me ra-
tion and congestion. 
The actual effectiveness of these measures to avoid major divergences 
between private and social costs is still largely unknown. Much of 
what has been considered a success of regional development policies 
in the past decades may in reality have been due mainly to the 
market mechanism, which in periods of rapid economic expansion ha s 
produced "spill-overs" from congested to less developed areas (DECO, 
Working Party, 1976). It is nearly impossible to separate the 
influence of these two factors neatly because, like in most complex 
social science situations, it can rarely be defined ex post by 
empirical testsofhow the system would have behaved without certain 
of these factors. Conclusions can therefore only be drawn from 
indirect statistical inference or from theoretical considerations. 
The present paper combines the tesults of a number of available 
statistical analyses {section II) with theoretical interpretation undertaken 
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! sec ion III. o~, e of t e co ~e tio s ade in is paper in fact 
is t at tradi io e regio al policy instr e ts recently practiced 
in ,O S ar et ad ~ixed eco o ies a e essen :ally only accentu a-
ted e is irg . ar et tre nd s b t not attac ed e basic parame ers 
derlying spatial i eq alitites in living levels . 
A major ea uation of regional develop ent policies as been in the 
air for at least the past decade . More recently it as been pro pted 
by a number of facts: Ill spatial disparities in living levels have 
by far not decreased to the extent regional policy had hoped for, 
in many cases they have even increased (as have international dis-
paritiesl 1 (2) there are signs of increasing dissatisfaction of 
regional communities (often ethnically defined) with the degree to 
which they are able to define and realize their own objectives of 
development, (3) the recent reduction in the rate of overall economic 
growth and its foreseeable limitations indicate that with future 
resource limitations it may become increasingly difficult to mobi-
lize sufficient funds to reduce spatial disparities of living levels 
with traditional policy instruments; (4) the reduction in overall 
economic growth is likely to reduce or even invert the "automatic" 
spill-over processes from congested to less developed areas and 
thereby increase the absolute magnitude of the regional problem in 
the foreseeable future1 (5) the world-wide limitations of natural 
resources may require for regional (as well as for national and 
international) policies a much stronger emphasis on optimum resource 
utilization and conservation instaad of the strong demand orienta-
tion which has predominated so far. 
Essentially three types of evaluations of regional dev3lopment 
policies have been made so far: 
(al Informal ge neral evaluations of the experiences of regional 
4 
policies a e been underta e~ in g r eat mbe r wit varyi g degrees 
of systema iza io fer~ e past ten ye ars e er si n ce 
Fried~arn's ( 906 ~ J ~ork on Venezuel a. Abundant case studies ha e 
been co~piled in conti ental ad national surveys suc h as those 
in t e Regional Pla~ni g Series of U RISO edited by Ku inski and 
in Kuklinski 's mor e recent books (197 5 a nd 1977) . There exist few 
systematic comparative studies of different national e xpe riences 
of regional de velopm e nt policie~ ho we v er, such as that orga ni zed by 
Ha n sen (1974) . 
(bl Formal macro-evaluat·on s of regional policies have been made in the 
past t hree years to simulate the operation of regional systems and 
to estimate the effects of regional policies. These have either 
been formulated as complex (usually eco nometri c) theory-based model s 
(Klaassen and Venter 1974: Courbis 1975, Thoss 1976, Bolting 1976, etc.), 
as heuristic statistical analyses (Moore and Rhodes 1975, Berent sen 
1976 , etc.) or as more narrowly defined impact studies (Dawson 
and Ulrich 1975, etc.). Those formal approaches which use complex 
models , in most cases face operational and data problems and have 
therefore hardly been applied yet. Those which are more narrowly con-
ceived usually shed light only on a small number of economic 
variables (e.g. aggregate region al investment, production, employ-
ment/unemployment, regional per capital income, net or gross 
mi gr at ion , b a 1 an c e of payment s ,or rat e of in f 1 at i on J and remain on 
highly aggregated regional, state or provincial levels. I n stru men t 
variables evaluated are mainly of an economic type such as investment 
incentives, building gra nt s, depreciation allowances, employment 
premiums, public infrastructure investment, growth center policies, 
development controls,etc . 
(c) Formal or informal micro-evaluations of regional policies h ave 
increasingly been undertaken in the past five years to analyze the 
effects of regio al pla ing instr ment s(suc as t e a~o e entio ed 
one sl at t e eve l of i rid iv id u a l ( or t y p e s of l plant s and t o e v a l u ate 
their effects on local labor ar ets and local socio-econo ic co di-
tio s . T ey us ally try to capture a broad scale of variabl es in-
cludi g qualitative and structural ones (qualification structure 
and stability of new pants and new jobs, wage levels a nd their 
differentials , organizational linkages , control mech a nism s a nd func-
tional c aracteristics of new plants, changes in regio al wage 
bargaining positions, etc.) and disaggregate these variable s to 
relatively small geographic, economic or demographic unit s. 
The macro-studie s ( b l me ntioned ha v e the ad vanta ge of showing broad 
regional trends (usu ally in a nation al setti n g ) a nd the respective 
policy implications for a f ew i mpor tant eco nom ic v ar iabl es using 
mai n ly r i g orou s analytical tec hn iques. They us ually, however, neglect 
qualitative and struct u ral character i stics and c hanges in eco n omic, 
social or political disparities at lower le v els. 
The micro-studies (cl, on the other hand, are able to provide detailed 
insightsinto the effects of specific policy instru me nts and projects 
a nd a nalyze not only the quantitative but also i mp orta nt qualitative 
and struct ur al tra n sformations of small-scale communities . They 
are usually descriptive, use less sophisticated analy tic al techniques 
and their ideographic findings usually are more difficult to ge nera-
lize as they often depend on specific regional conditions. 
In t he present paper we have tried to synthesize the major findings 
of v ar ious macro-s tud ies (secti on II / BJ a nd a large numb er of micro-
s tudies (sect i on I I /Cl a nd to interrelate them, not in a for mal quan-
titative way (which would have been impossible because of met hodo logical 
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ard data difference s oft e various studies) b t rather by applying 
~ome asic conce~ts of regio al economics and reg io al deve opment 
t eory (section III) to them . We have particularly tried to fill 
in - on t e basis of available theory - some exp a atory varia les 
which are difficult to operatic alize in for al a nalysi s on a larger 
scale ut hich fort at reason seem no les s import a nt in t eir 
effects on the well-being of regional populations. Exa mp les of such 
explanatory variable s are regio n ally differe nt iated exter n al economies 
(essentially non-measurable), "leakages" via intra-organizational 
linkage s (partic u la rly of multiregional firms), c h a n ges in regional 
import a nd export pr ope n sities and the terms of trade, regional 
i ncome and employment multipliers, power relatio n s in space, etc .. 
As it would have been impossible to undertake primary empirical 
research on the broad questions involved, only secondary information 
was used . In order to reach a fair degree of representativeness of 
the often ideographic results of available case studie~ undertaken 
from different viewpoints and with different methodologie~ it 
seemed n~cessary to use as large a sample as possible by including 
a maximum of macro- and micro -studies that could be made available. 
At the end of the paper we present some hypothese s on alter nat ive 
regional develop ment policies which in the long run may prove to be 
more effective in reducing spatial disparities rf living levels, parti-
cularly under co n ditions of reduced rates of overall economic growth. 
rele v a n t case st u dies. 
A furt h er li mitation with regard to t h e t o pic of the present paper 
was that most aut hors found it difficult to distirgui.s h clearly bet-
wee n auto n omous and policy induced trends of spatial development. 
Most case studies t h erefore eval u ate the cumulative result of both . 
The policy effects have not in all cases been calculated in quanti-
tative terms (e.g. by spatial or temporal correlation) and in some 
instances were estimated by rather subjective criteria. A third limi-
tation is that most of the indicators used in these case studies refer 
to material indicators of living levels or what Allardt (1973) would 
call conditions of "having" (changes in income and employment 
trends , migration and spati al linkages of the ~nput-output type 1 in a few 
cases broader socio-economic variables were aggregated by factor analysis). 
Evaluations of i.iid1cator s of non-material conditions (of "lovi'ng" 
and of "being" in Allardt's terms) are hardly available in spatially 
disaggregated form and by no means on a similarly broad c o mparative 
international basis. 
The studies which have been used in the following section have been 
selected and analysed with a view towards getting information OQ both 
the quantitative aspects of spatial development trends (mainly in terms 
of number s of created jobs, level of regional unemployment,etc.J as 
well as on the qualitative and structural aspects of these 
trends (sectoral composition and level of technology of new activities, 
co . tro a d c;. ers ip re :at i !1 S
1 
or ga , izatio al c arac eris ics of 
, e ~la ~ 1 a ificatio~ o jo~s. ;.age Ee s,c yclical ad str et ra 
s:Eb.:i y. etc . ) . 
At oug t e quantita ive a nd q alitati e aspects are interrelated 
and not clearly se~arable. a groping oft e a nalysed st ud ies acco r-
ding to each oft ese tw o c rit eri a see ed use f u l beca se the respec-
t ive studies usually also referred to different aggregation levels 
X) 
a n d used different indicators a n d methodologie s. 
A. Qua nt itative a!,pects of interregional and regional development trends 
In t h is section we have tried to synthezise studies which contain 
information on the performance of indicators such as "jobs created". 
"reduct ion of regio al unemployment•, "i ncom e disparities• . ' net out mi· 
I 
gration, etc .• These sources have been grouped into studies which 
investigate the behaviour of regional systems in response to both re· 
gional policy instruments and "market trends" ("overall trends") and 
studies which try to relate inter- and intraregional trends to specific 
types of strategies or instruments (such as "growth center policies•. 
transport investment to improve interregional accessibility. invest-
ments incentives etc.). 
ll Summary of major findings 
We shall try to summarize first the most important findings of the 
studies which will be presented under pain~ 2, and 3 of this section. 
Concerning the overall trends of interregional and intraregional dis-
parities the main conclusions seem to be: xic:l 
- In most of the countries a na lysed there is no clear indication of a 
x)While the "quantitative" aspects of regional trends usually were studied on the 
basis of the total regional system of a country or of one region (case study) the 
basic units for the studies of the qualitative aspects are usually smaller (firms, 
specific employment strata. etc.), 
xxl 
These ~onclusions are a further development of those presented in Stohr and Todtling 
(1976). 
~ajor co n erge ce of region a per capit a i co ,e o r ot er indi-
ca ors of materi a l living lev el s. i s s ee s t e c ase p ar ti c u ar Y 
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in co n ries ith sizeable region a l p r ob e . s (It a y, Fra nc e, Brazi ll , 
For most co ntries it is difficu l t to sa y t o ic e xt e n t t h e 
trend is due to the " autono mou s• forc es o f the ma r e t 
to explicit policies o f spati al dev e lopmen t. 
echa n is m or 
Fr nm mo re det ai l ed a n al y s e s a v ai l able for s om e c ou ntries it s e e ms 
tha t spat i al de v el o p me n t pol i cies in ge n eral were not able to 
ch a n ge s p at i al i ne q u al i ties i n materia l li v ing le v els sig n ificantly. 
I n c ases where t h is was po ss i ble at one scale ( e.g. at the i n ter-
r e gio n a l o n e ) , it was us u ally accompanied by an i n crease in dis-
p arit i es at ot h er scales (e.g. at the intra-regional or inter-
perso n al o n es). S u ch s h ifts in disparities from one ge o graphical 
scale to another could be observed particularly where policies 
of •co n ce n trated regional development" were applied, usually com-
bi n ed with sectorially unbalanced development (mainly industry) and 
a strong emphasis on overall efficiency (Brazil and Spain , and to 
a lesser extent France and Italy). 
In most countries where a reduction of spatial material disparities 
at least in some respects seems to . have taken place (Austria, Japan , 
FGRrlusA, Ca n ada, Great Britain) either spatial material disparities 
in other indicators increased (Great Britain, Canad a ), initial 
regio n al inequalities have been relatively small (Aus : ria, FGR). 
spatial development policies were fuzzy and little articulated 
(Austria, USA) or were considered to have had little effect upon 
the reduction of spatial disparities (Japan). The reduction in 
spatial disparities were then either attributed to market forces 
(v .Boventer for FGR) or to specific national geographical or 
historical conditions (Austria). There is some indication that 
t h is partial quantitative success of the establishment of jobs 
in peripheral areas has been slowing down recently due to the 
x) "federal German Republic" 
1 
rec c ion cf at~ r.al ad ir. er ~atio al econo ic expa sio (FGR , 
c .F lore, 97 E) . 
-ere ere o rcacer cc-~arative a alyses a vai ab e on t e i pact 
cf spatial de elc~ ent po icies on o -material ir.dicators of 
liv!ng cond' ~ons (sue as Al ardt's condition s of "loving" 
and of "being"). 
Co cernin g the :rrpact of speci~ic policy instru e ts a n d stra egies 
of r e g ion al policy. studies ave been selected whi ch refer to 
"gr ow t h ce ter policie s", tra n sport in v est ent to i mp rove inter-
regio n al accessibili t y and to invest ment incentives and development 
controls. 
The major findings of the studies on growth centre- hinterland effects 
(we concentrated on these spread effects rather than on the develop-
ment of the growth centers themselves) can be summarized as follows : 
- Spread effects from growth centers were usually smaller than 
expected, or less than backwash-effects and therefore had a 
negative net result on the hinterland: They were narrowly limited 
in geographical extent, usually restricted to the commuting area, 
often as a function of the size of the center ( Morrill. 1974). 
- Increas~ in income of lower order centres or rural areas create 
strong income multipliers in higher order centre s but not the 
other way round (Nichols 1969, Moseley 1973 a, 1973 band 1974) i.e. they 
mov e upward rather than downward within the urban hierarchy. 
- In the context of policies for broad spatial development it is 
difficult to justify growth-center policies for lagging areas 
due to their lack of spread effects from the growth center to 
a broader hinterland or downward in the urban hierarchy (Hansen 
1975 a, Nichols 1969, Moseley 1973 a, 1973 band 1974) . 
With regard to the improvement of interregional accessibility some 
of t he most important results of the studies selected are: 
1 , 
e ! ,p,:: e , e of in erreg io a l a ccessibi"ity see s o contribu te 
ore o t e re ati e rat e of de ·elc;:me o f e " cor e regi on s" 
tan tot at o f • perip er a re g ion s". i s is par icul ar y t e 
case in developing co r i e s ( Pede r s e n , 197 5 b a n d Gau t i er , rl • L . , 9 6 8, 
for atin-A eric a and the S a o Paulo Reg ion respectiv e l y ) . 
- I itia production and sett ement syste s o f s all - scale - r a th er 
in t e s iv e p r oduction units a d interaction pat e rns i n pe r ip eral 
a reas beco e superseded by large-s c a le u it s an d i t e r ac t ion 
patt er n s. Th is s e e ms par ti c u _arly pro nounced in de v elopi n g cou n tries . 
For e x a mple~ n Brazilia n p er i ph eral areas d ue to t h e i mpro e me n ts 
i n accessibility to core-regio n s a gre at n u mb er of settlers and 
far mers were displaced by l arge scale core-region based e n ter-
prises, i n troducing usually very extensive resource utilisation 
( Becker B.K. 1976). 
- T.he impact of inter-regional highway investment on absolute levels 
of development in peripheral areas is more difficult to identify. 
Particularly in industrialized countries the effects of inter-
regional highway investment on the absolute levels of peripheral 
development are ambiguous and inmost case small (Frerich, J. 1974 
and Dodgson, J.S .. 1974). 
- In general there exists a lack of thorough empirical studie s 
which evaluate the impact of improved accessibility between 
different types of regions (core regions, declining industrial re-
gions, peripheral depressed regions, peripheral resource region s, etc.) 
on their rate of development. 
Empirical findings on the impact of fi nancial incentiv es are also 
to a certain extent ambiguous: 
- Some 'studies (especially on Britain a nd Scotland) indi-
cate the high importance of investment incentives and building 
gra n ts for the creation of jobs in, and the movement of firms 
to peripheral areas (e.g. Moore and Rhodes, 1975; Board of Trade, 
1968 l • 
I 
12 
- ;;t er s udies (e.g . ,_a}f, _974 for Hes se r i t e FGR) indicate 
at capita i centives are very wea ly associa ed it i est -
e decis:ons especially with t ose forte expa sion of existing 
plant s. 
- T ere is some agreeme t on the fact t at i nvestment incentives 
seem to have mor e i pac t on theestablishment of capital i nte sive 
branch plants and forei g n firms than on thee3tablis men tor 
ma ement of complete firms (Furst and Zi mm ermann, 1973; Wolf , 1974; 
Firn, 1975; McDer mo tt, 1976; Dicken, 1976).x) 
On t h e whole this may indicate that fi n ancial incentives mainly 
induce the establishment of branch plants and subsidiaries of 
core-region based enterprises but hardly the expansion of firms 
already existing in peripheral areas or the transfer of entire 
e nterprise s from core regions to peripheries. 
Co ncernin g the impact of development controls in core regions 
the British experience seems to indicate that this instrument 
contributes to a considerable decentralization of industrial acti-
vities to peripheral areas. 
2J Overall trends of inter-regional and intra-regional disparities 
For Brazil detailed investigations of trend s in inter-regional and 
intra-regional income disparities have been undertaken by A.Gilbert 
and D.Good man (1976) with special reference to the North-East. 
Testing Williamson's hypothesis of a convergence of inter-regional 
income disparities in the course of nation al development for the 
x)This point will be analysed in section BJ, Qualitative and structural aspects 
xx)This is f urther developed from Stohr and T5dtling (1976) . 
xx) 
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pe r :od 535 - 568 , . e a ors .,. o d a: ,e s a is ic a l e videnc e 
a s inco ncl si e a . d s gges ed at "(i. er- ) re g io al inco e 
dif.,.ere r tia s a e re ai•,ed fair }, stab e" ( ;:: . 29 ) . Cone u s iv e 
resu s ecame e ide t, c e er , in ,e case o f i n co~ e i equ a lit ities 
wi in t e ,orth-East of 5razi , ere t~e au . or s .,. ou n d s ar pl y 
i ncreasin g inte r- perso n al i co e inequality d r in g t e 
wit in the u r b a n ar e as. 
960 's,es p ec ~a l ly 
I n S p ai n t h e r e a l so s e e m t o exi st incre a sin g i n t ra-regio n al i ncom e 
dis p ari t i e s. Las u e n , e v a lu at in g Sp ai n 's r e g io al p o li c y, p o i n ts 
out t hat t h e c o ns eq u e nc es of t h e policies whi c h h a v e been pursued 
d u ri n g t h e past two de c ades a v e bee n ( 1 ) a redu c t i o n i n i n ter u rban 
i ncom e d if fer ent ia l s a n d ( ~ ) a n incre a se in u r b a n -r u ral inc o me 
X) 
di f ferentials , the n et effect of wh ic h h as been a reduction 
of i n come differentials a mong regio n s . Si milar conclusions for 
Spain h ave been arrived at by Ric hardson ( 1975) . 
For Italy , the perisistence of sizeable spatial disparities in such 
indicators as per capita i n come within the Mezzogiorno (for which 
a major development progra mme has been in operation for about two 
decades) is pointed out by Allen/Mcle n nan (1970, p.119). 
Sundquist even indicates t hat these intra-regional di s pa r itie s hav e 
been increasing rather than decreasing and states that the "developing" 
disparities have led to a modification of the regional development 
strategy away from the growth center policy in 1971 (1975, p:171 ff). 
Regarding interregional disparitie s the following trend s, similar 
to the findings o f Sundquist, were found (DECO 1976): alt hough 
there has been some improvement with regard to the South's share 
in gross industrial investment , heavy migration from the South 
continued in the late 1960's (with higher absolute nu mbers 1968-1970 
xl Lasuen states further that "u ntil t he early sixties, both rural-urban and inter 
regional income differentials were widening . It seems t hat only from the early 
1960's onwards have the interurban and interregional income differentials been 
ameliorated, in spite of the continuous worsening of rural-urban differentials 
due to the growing weigt of urban income in the underdeveloped areas•. 
• 4 
: •ar :.~ ;:,re i 0:.J S ,ears) , e d the Sout. ' s s"-.are o -" na ione er-ploy -
s .... :. -"e _ frc 33 ,. : '951 to 30,6 . ✓• i 1 9 7 0 . 'i re g a r d 0 
per cap~ta-i,..co""e, : e so~: could eep r;ace wi e at.:.o al 
grc: ... :; rate but e gap towa~ds t e res o-": a y a s not o iceably 
di"'ir,:shed (DECO , _ 975 p . 30 rr ; s::. i ar y Rodge rs, 1970 a nd Cao - Pinr-a , 
1974) . 
In F r a nce re g ion al ecoro ic policy at fi rst s i g ht s ee s to h ave 
b ee q uit e s u c c essful (R e my Pr u d' omm e, i n Ha n se n , 1974 ) : h e re-
g ion a l di s tr i bu ti on of popu la t i on a n d e c o nom ic act iv ities ( parti-
cul arl y indust rial em p loym e n t ) was modified in t h e desired direction, 
t h e c e ntu ry - old fl o w of p e o ple from the provinces to Paris h ad 
been halt e d a n d p c ssibly re v ersed (p.56 ff.). 
A closer look however, shows that industrial employ ment increased 
in t h e Western regions mainly around Paris but not at larger dista n ce 
from it where the most backward areas of France are. Similar 
findings relate to t h e distribution of industrial employment 
(Sundquist 1975, p.119 f . J . xi 
Concerning income disparities between regions both Remy Prud'homme 
[1974, p.59 fl and the DECO (1976, p.26) indicate t hat these dispari-
ties have not been significantly reduced . 
Lack of success of regional policy measures is also indicated fo r 
Belgium (Ruehmann, 19681 Davin, 1969) . 
There seem to exist also some examples of at least partial goal ful-
fillment of regional policies : 
For the United States, Cumberland (1973) and Thoman (1976) evaluate 
the Appalachian program in at least some repsects as successful: 
The large gap between Appalachia and the rest of the nation in terms 
xl Su ndquist , however, states also a slight i mprov ement of the more distant 
provinc es wi t h r e gard to industrial emp l oyment in t he late 1960's ( p.120 ) 1 
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of e plo ent rates , igra ion balance a d pe r c a pi ta inco e as 
narro ed slig t y in t'"·e period 1965 to 1973 c- o an , R.S .. 1 9 76 , 
p.20 f., C ber and , J . H., 197 3, p . 10 1 f. J.x l 
A Canadi a s tudy on t e development o f i nterregi on al di s p a rit ies 
bet ~ een Ca nadian provinces , 1961 - 197 5 ( Ca ad a, Mini s tre d e l 'E xp a s ion 
Econo iq e Reg ier. a l e, 1976) revea e d a r eduction of in t e r r eg ion al 
disp a rit ies i n r el a tiv e level s o f p e r s on al incom e p er capita, 
a n d o f ear ne d l abou r i n c om e p er e mp l oy ee; it a l so s how s an i mprove-
men t of pr ob lem reg i o n s' n et mi gratio n ra t es ( At l a n ti c a n d Qu ebec ) . 
On t h e ot h er h a n d it was fo un d t h at i n t h ese two regions overall 
e mploym e n t growt h was ( desp i te h igh e mplo ym e n t gr o wth ra t es in 
t h e ma nufact u ri n g s ector) co n siderably below the national a v erage. 
This resulted - beca u se of a strong growt h of the labo~r force -
in ab ov e average a n d i n creas in g u n e mplo ym ent rates, in marked 
differe n ces in participation rates and in an i n crease in dispari-
ties of the absolute levels of perso n al income per capita. 
While a reduction of interregional disparities was found in some 
respects onlythere is no indication of how intraregional disparities 
within the two problem regio n s behaved. 
Ca meron (1974, p.24) states for the United Kingdom that regional 
policy has contributed to an improvement in the relativ e unemploy -
ment level and the per capita income growth. 
Moore and Rhodes (1975) in evaluating the effects of British 
regional policy as a whole compare periods of "active ·• and "passive" 
regional policy and take account of the effects of sectoral compo-
sition as ·well as of differences in cyclical trends at the national 
and at the regional levels. They estimate the regional policy 
effect over the period 1960 to 1971 to have been of the order of 
x)T here is no clear a nswer to the question s of how much of this trends is 
due to regional policy a nd how intra-regional disparities developed. 
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about 30G 00'.J jobs (p. 7)~) In relation to t e s ize of t e regional 
~rot:em ~e state o~ever , tat for reac i g certain goals such 
as to equalise registered nemplo ment notes be ~een Oevelo ent 
Areas and low ure plo ent areas, to eq alise activity rates bet -
ween these region s, and to eliminate (net) o tward migration from 
Developmen t Area s, re g ion a l policy would n e ed to ha e been about 
t wo a n d h a l f time s more e ffectiv e ( i n term s of job s created ) than 
in fa c t it wa s ov er tha t perio d (p .83 ) . 
A c erta in l ac k of s ucc ess o f Bri t i s h re g i o nal po l i c y i s als o indi-
ca t ed i n Sa n t ( 1975 ) , who i nve s ti gated t h e pe r f o r ma nc e of a bro ader 
ra n ge of i n d ic ators. He f oun d s om ew hat in co n trad iction to Cam e r on 
(1974) above t h at dispite t h e mo ve ment of over half a millio n 
jobs i n the de v elop ment areas (by policy support a n d mar k et f o rces) 
from 1945 to 1971 and despite an improve me n t in i nd u strial co mp osition 
income disparities, unemploy ment and migration s howed little trend 
and almost no improvement (Sant, M,, 1 975, pp.189 ff). 
In the Federal Republic of Germany there has been some dece n trali-
zation of industry i n to de v elop ment areas (Fleck, W., 1975, p.55) 
and Ho t ger i ndicates that about 550 000 jobs have been s u bs i dized 
by regional policy measures from 1969-1974 ( Hotger. 1974, p.187 ff.). 
Ot h er investigations i n dicate however, that the causal relationship 
between subsidies and job creation is rather weak and that the 
diversity and qualification of jobs created is s mall ( Wolf,F.,1975, 
p . 4 3 1 ff l .V ,B 6 vent er ( 1 9 6 9 ) i n d i cat e s t hat regio n a 1 trend s i n West er n 
Ger many are very much due to market forces rat her t h an to r e gional 
policy measures. 
x) These estima t es are broadly co ns i s t ent wit h those undertaken by Ca meron 
a nd Clar ke (1966), Brown ( 1972) and San t (1 97 5). 
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Cc CE!" ! g e c-a~. :ati •e s ccess of Ger a '"l regiona policy 
= e s ace t a a cage oft e tre d sees o .a e 
a e pace 
! 973 ~ecai.;se t ,e 
C0"-'1 cc sidera: _ s! ce 
of e ly crea ed jobs ave slc ed 
,a t! e artd "ave s a ilised at a low 
E •e (Fore , C .• 5'6, p.776) . 
Ger~an regio al trends (and po _ic 
in t is section . 
e ore q~a.i a ive aspects of 
ill b e discussed f u rhter below 
In Austri a, i nter- and intr a-r egional material dis~arit ies s eem t o 
have been decreasing during the 1950 's and 1960 's. In an unpub li she d 
doctoral dissertation Berentsen (1976) f ound that regional i nequ ali-
ties o f per capita product during t e period 1961 -1971 / 2 h a v e 
considerably declined both at the Bundeslander (province) level 
and at the Bezirk (county) level. Similarly a broader analysis 
of nine indicators of regio n al levels of living by factor analysis 
(195 7-1971) s ho ws that a considerable decline in the factor score 
inequalities was observed (p.97 ff) . Berentsen hypothesizes that 
Austrian regi o nal policy has (although little coordinated) certainl y 
positively influenced the partial goal fulfilment of reducing 
inter-regional and intra-regional disparities . But it is difficult 
to say to wh ich extent the little coordinated regional development 
policy or other specific Austrian conditions have con t ri b uted t o 
this phenomenon . xl 
xl Such specific conditions might be (some of these points were indicated by 
Berentsen, others by the authors) : 
- the small geographical size of Austria , 
- the expan sion of commuting radii from the main empl oyment centr~s to cover the 
majority of populated areas (Berentsen, p.11) 
- the long-standing traditions of tourist activities in many rural areas, 
- the stagnation and peripheral Eastern location of the richest province (Vienna) , 
and the fact that the second richest province lies in the other extreme 
periphery (Vorarlbergl 
- certain factor scarcities (land, labour) within the major citiss, particularly 
in Vienna , reinforced still by rigid land use regulations a nd 3 fragmented land -
market , 
- t he entrenched federalist character of the country, 
- a very rigid and all-embracing legal and administrative system acting as a 
forceful break for the rapid adoption of innovations . 
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For apan , Koic i era r agoya Centre, 976) also she s evidence 
of decr8asing income disparities fort e 46 prefect res of apan 
during the period 1961-1972 . He further analyses how much regional 
policy, and particularly t e growth pole strategy i existence 
since 1962 , might have contributed to the reduction of income 
disparities. 
He concludes fr om the analysis that the government's industrial 
decentralization policy at selected growth poles did n either 
mat erially contribute to a reduction in inco me disparities 
among prefectures nor to a reduction in the trend of population 
concentration (p.260 f). 
3) Specific strategies and instruments and their relation to 
spatial development trends 
The studies utilized in this section refer to evaluations of 
growth centres (both spontaneous and induced ones) and of other 
important policy instruments such as the improvement of interregional 
accessibility, and financial incentives and controls. The selection 
of these instruments has been made according to their magnitude in 
practical policy contexts, by their importance in theoretical 
terms and by the availability of evaluative studies. 
a) Growth centre - hinterland effects 
Explicit studies about the impact of "Growth Center Policies" are 
scarce so that it was necessary to draw specific information also 
from broader regional policy surveys. 
Most of the available studies are oriented towards either 
- the growth and development of the growth centres themselves 
a nd/or 
- the spread effects which growth centres ge ne rate within their 
surrounding hinterland. 
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S udies a ou t e gro and dev el op et of the grow centres 
the .se ves usual y investigate the a cunt and quality o f jobs 
crea ed, of services and of popul a ion gr o th . - e implici t ques ion 
usually is we he r t e growth ce ter was able to reac t he take-off 
point to self-sustained development . This question shall not be 
pursued furthe r he re, owever . Since the mai n concern of spatial 
de elopment policy is the effect which gr owth cen tres h a v e o n thei r 
respective hinterland we shall concen trate on the ques ti on of 
whethe r spread or ba c kwas h effects have been stimulate d i n the 
h interland of the growt h centres . The definitio n al problems of 
"spread" a n d "ba ckwas h " effe c ts will not be dis cu s sed h ere in 
detail (cf.e.g . Hans en, 197S ai and we shall limit ourselves to 
quoting the interpretation which v arious aut hors h a ve gi v en in the 
context of specific case studies. 
We shall atte mpt to disti nguish between studies on "i n duced" growth 
centres a n d on "spontaneous• o n es (Alo n so • a nd Medrich 1972) 
"I nduc ed" Growth Centres 
Studies about hinterland effects of "induced" g rowth ce nt res exist 
(thou g h partly in very ro u gh form) for various countries such as 
Spain, France, Italy and the US. Some of these stud ies are con -
cerned with the state or change of spatial interaction pa tterns or 
with changes in population distribution (e. g. Richards on 's study 
on Spain) but not directly with the spatial pattern of economic growth. 
For Spain Richardson (1975) provides some interesting insights: 
- Data about the geographical distribution of sales and purc h ases of 
poles indicate weak links to other ne arby poles (little support 
for the "internal bloc king strategy"), but in s om e cases there exist 
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relatively strong pure ases and sa es with the rest oft e sa e 
x) pro ince . 
ore important for the medium a n d long term impact o ever, are 
the data about t e development of popu ation in t e poles and 
t heir respective provi nces: they s .ow considerable "bac was effects" 
of the pole s on their hinterlan d xxl 
Richardson fi nd s that there is so me s u pp or t for the hypothesis that 
the poles ha v e promoted i n tra-pro vinc ial polarisation rat er than 
. xxxl f os tered provincial-wide de v elopment. 
In the United States, t he findings of a major i ntern al eval u a ti on 
of EOA 's growth centre strategy on the basis of twelve in de pth 
case studies have come to similar conclusions (Hansen, 1975a,p.136): 
••• "Residents of surrounding depressed counties designated as 
redevelopment areas received almost no employment or public service 
benefits from the EDA growth canter projects surveyed by the 
evaluation team•. The same study also found that "the twenty-eight 
completed EDA projects in the growth centres analyzed showed no 
evidence of stemming out-migration from redevelopment areas or 
economic development districts." 
For France,Penouil (in Robinson, 1969) analysed the regional impact 
of an industrial complex in Lacq (built up after the discovery of 
x) This is contradictory to Waller's findings in the case of a Peruvian (spontaneous) 
growth centre which showed weak input-output linkages with the hinterland; the 
difference in the findings might be due to different delineations between "centre" 
and "hinterland" or to different economic structures of the respective centres 
and the hinterlands (Waller, in Helleiner/Stohr, 1974). 
xxl If one is prepared to interpret considerable outmigration from the hinterland 
as "backwash effect"., which is not clear at all (cf.Hansen 1975, p.134 f.J. 
xxl Richardson states that" ... The poles' share of national population increased 
i n both decades (1950-60 and 1960-70) but very rapidly in the 1960's. Conversely, 
the pole provinces' s hare of national population declined in bot h decades, 
but somwhat more rapidly after 1960" (p.125 ff.). 
'"'e gasfie:os} "" :c ::.s s:t ated i a ba= ,-25 reg:. c-
Fra ce . e comes to : e co c_us:on t .at p rc:-.ases from sources 
... .:t :i t ,e depart ent ""CCe ; e e terprises ::.n t e complex 
>-c e been limited and sa s: a t'le ·no ced ef-"ect, 1-. ile not 
totally regligible , 
expected (p . 109} . 
cs certain} C 101-.er t'lan might a e been 
he second ind of gro th centre policies whic ave been pursued 
in France since 1965 is the policy of the countervailing Metropolises: 
One of the reasons of widespread criticism in the 1970's of 
that policy was the concern that the metropoles would drain their 
regions of population and investment, just as Paris h ad done at 
the national scale (Moseley, 1974}x} 
Sundq ui st (1975, p.123 ff.} comes to similar conclusions. 
In~ growth centre policies seem to have been even reinforcing 
existing disparities at the intra-regional level, or at least 
they have not been able to diminish them (Allen and Mclennan, 
1970, p.118 ff; Sundquist, 1975). 
Similar results of "growth center strategies• for many "Third Worl d -
countries• are indicated by Appalraju and Safier (in Gilbert.A ., 
19 76 l xxl 
"Spontaneous• Growth Centres 
Important indications about the hinterland effects of growth centre s 
can also be gained from the observation of "spontaneous growth 
centres": 
xl Moseley states that~- . there is little empirical (or, indeed theoretical) 
basis for the belief that metropoles will stimulate development in areas 
100 miles or more away, .. .. • (1974, p.49). 
xx) They state that • .... . these centres have had a severely li~ited impact in 
transmitting developmental impulses through their surrounding areas because 
the linkages involved in the deve-opment of the center itself have been 
largely with "external" suppliers and markets and because the drived demand for 
labour and for agricultural produce has stimulated migration and supplies from 
"outside" the relevant region in which the center is located." (p.157). 
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S dies~ ic are si~i ar in t e ethodolo g y appli e d and a so in 
• eir resu 5 ave bee undert a e n by os e l e y (19 73 a, 197 3 b, 1974) 
and Gibert (1975) oseley inve s t iga te s t h e sp a ti a l i mpact 
of Re nes (France) on the respective h i nterl a nd , a nd Gilbert th e 
region around edellin (Columbi a ) . Bo t h d eal wi t h th e i mp a c t o f 
spontaneou s g rowth cent r es on r u ral hinte rla n ds by c on structin g 
" developmen t s urfac es• 
x ) 
ose le y f oun d t h a t t h e i n dex o f dev e lo p-
ment fe l l ra p idly i n a n ar e a of up to 20 k m fr o m Renn es, t h en 
levelle d ou t in t h e b a n d be t ween 20 a n d 40 km, a n d rose i n t h e 
ar e as b e y on d t h at di s t a n ce ( due to proximity of o th er ce n ters). 
Gi l bert f o und t h at t h e le v el of development fell rap i dly away 
fro m Medellin for a dista n ce up to 50 km, and thereafter decli n ed 
grad u ally (1975, p.329). An ot her analysis of spatial flows in 
East Anglia by Moseley (1973 b) casted further doubts on the 
efficacy of the centre-hinterland •trickle down• develop ment 
pr o cess. The author found that the recruitment of labour has bene-
fitted residents of many villages and small towns around t h e growth 
centres but that the generation of supplementary eco n omic acti v ities 
has largely occured in the growth centres themselves, in the larger 
regional centres or outside the region altogether. (These two 
towns which Moseley investigated have been expanded under the 
Provision of the Town Development Act so that they might be considered 
as "induced" growth centres). 
Moseley concludes from the two studies that _the possibility of 
daily journey to work to "large" towns is the most important single 
xx l determinant of the level of prosperity in rural areas (1974, p.131). _ 
x) These are gai ned by factorial analysis of 21 (Gilbert) respectively 15 (Mo seley) 
variables on demographic, educational, cultural, social service, housing and 
agricu ltural conditions. 
xx) This finding which was further supported by Morrill (in Helleiner a nd Stohr, 
1974, and in a lecture held in Vienna, 1975), by Berry ( 1969 ) a nd Hale (1 967). 
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A fur er contri tio n to the question of spread-effec s as made 
by a ler (in Helle in er ad Stohr, 1974 ) w o investiga ed a 
span aneous gro t cent re in Peru . 
x) 
~e conclude s tat a va g ue concept of fosteri ng growth pole s to 
i duce spread effects into the interland is worth little . Instead , 
it ras to be based on studies abo u t existing and possible interland -
city flows (p . 295) . 
Additional evide n ce for the limited extent of spread effects is 
summarized in Hansen (1975 bl . 
b) The impact of improved i nterregional accessibility 
Transport investment intended to improve the accessibility between 
peripheral and core regions are an important instrument in most 
policies for the development of peripheral regions. There are 
few empirical st udies , however, which show whether su ch transport 
investment has promoted more "spread effects• or more "backwash 
effects• . 
Of the studies selected for this point we shall review only the majo r 
findings, the scale and principal methods of analysis in a very 
succint way. For more detailed questions the reader is referred to 
the sources . 
Pedersen P.O. (1975blinvestigated the role of information accessi-
bility for the development of 54 regions in Latin America by 
cross section regression and correlation analysis. He found that 
xl Waller used a two-region input-output model to analyse the direct stimulation 
of economic growth in the hinterland of the centre which was due to the growing 
demand in the centre (he did not try to investigate the "indirect effects• which 
come from flows of capital and ideas from the centre) : 
He found that households s pent only 10 % of their income on inputs from the 
hinterland and that the inputs to industries in the centre (Arequipa) stenming 
from the hinterland were even lower (only 5 % of all industrial inputs were agri-
cultural goods from the hinterland and 2 % were industrial materials from 
the hinterland ; 34 % of all inputs were imported) . 
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for "consolidated" core regions per capita income is dependent mainly 
on information accessibility wile for peripheral regions o~ er 
factors, such as capital and natural resources, are more importan_t 
(pp.130 ff). Pedersen states that these findings have been consistent 
with results of investigations in the United States (Warntz . 1965) , 
Sweden (Nordberg, 1967) and Denmark (Larsen, 1970). 
The following two studies also refer to changes in interregional 
accessibility in LatinamericQbut differ from Pedersen's analysis 
in scale and methodology. Also they refer to resouTce frontiers only . 
Katzman M.T. (1975) investigates the impact of improved inter-
regional accessibility at a smaller scale than Pedersen in studying 
the developmental effect of the Selem-Brasilia Highway: Katzmann 
concentrates on rural settlement (rather than on industry and inte r-
regional trade as does Pedersen) and estimates that the net impact 
which the highway may have induced at between 160 ODO and 320 ODO new 
settlers (p.101 ff). 
Because of Katzmann' s concentration on the pure settlement 
aspects it is difficult to draw conclusions about the impact 
on general regional welfare or selected "welfare" indicators . 
Interesting additional insights concerning the characteristic s 
of the new settlements along a section of the above mentioned 
Selem-Brasilia highway are provided in Becker B. K. (1976) 
throwing a different light on "development" there: Her study 
is concerned with the smallest units of urban settlement-the "povado" 
(village). Becker starts from the hypothesis that the construction 
and improvement of big roads is interrelated with a change in 
the scale of the "mobiization of surplus value" which both influences 
the spatial distribution of development and of urbanization. 
She found that between Imperatriz and Castanhal, of 21 existing 
"povados", 19 sprang up during the period of highway construction 
(between 1957 and 19~3). The paving of the highway in 1973 and 
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financial ince n tives which brought about an increase of the value of 
land, attracted large e nt erprises with headquarters in Sao Paulo, 
which have been buying up land and replacing individual farmers. 
This increase in the scale of "extraction of surplus value" has 
also brought about a change in the distribution of "povados" such 
that"a ne w one springs up and a number of them grow more rapidly and 
extend their areas of influence but the majority are in decline•. 
As reasons for this Becker considers the improvement of interregional 
accessibility which promoted the expansion of cattle raising enter-
prises and contributed to the decline of the ~povados", while improved 
intraregional accessibility eliminated some "povados" in favour of the 
growth of others with locational ad vant ages (p.12). 
Becker interprets this development by saying that "It seems then that 
once the "povado• has exercised its role of concentrating a labour 
force to clear the area for the large landowners, it becomes unnecessary" 
and " •. it is therefore questionable whether the initial multiplication 
of urban centers on the periphery really expresses the diffusion of 
a process of development• (pp.13 ff). 
The identification of substantial developmental impulse s for peripheral 
areas due to interregional highway investment seems to be even more 
difficult in the case of industrialised countries as the followin g 
two studies indicate: 
Frerich J. (1974), also in a case study approach, analyzes the develop-
ment of a peripheral region along a highw ay in Baden-Wurtemberg (Germany) 
during and after highway investment. Using time series data in a 
multiple regression analysis the author found tne expansion effects 
on total sales of existing firms to be relatively low (p.202); the 
e x pansion effect on sales of newly established firms attributable to 
the highway also ~ as rather low (about 1,8 % annual increase of 
total ~ales). In addition to this, Frerich interviewes the newly 
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established firms by questionaire : In the responses the highw a y h ad 
a "locational weight" of about 5 % of all locational factors, a result 
which lies above that of the regression analysis (p .2 06 ff). 
In comparing the in estigated region with a "reference region" l of 
simi lar location, economic and demographic s tructu re etc.) without 
major highw ay investment Frerich found a bette r performance of th e 
first mentioned re gio n after the highway investment. 
Another investi ga tion in indust ria li sed co untries h as been undertaken 
by Dodgson J.S. ( 1974) and results in similar fi n d in gs: Do dgson under -
took a case study of a British motorway (the Trans-Pennine M62) a n d its 
possible economic impact on the areas through which it passes. He found 
that the maximum increases in employment in the areas affected by the 
M62 (assuming the validity of the employment growth model) were not 
ve ry great. Dodgson concludes from this and other studies (Peaker,1971, 
Strasz he im 1972) that at least for developed economies •the effective~ 
ness of transport policy in stimulating regional growth may be somewhat 
limited and uncertain in relation to other, more direct, regional 
policy measures•. 
Furt h er doubts concerning t h e developmental effect of interregional 
transport (expecially road-) investment are e x pressed in studies by 
Ullmann (1W56J,Popescou (1963); 
Voigt (196 9) and Wilson (1966). 
Fried mann (1966b~,Kleinpenning (1975) 
Most of the avilable studies on the impact of transport investment 
on regional development do not explicitly distinguish between differen t 
types of regions affected. It is to be expected that both direction 
and intensity of impact may be different e.g. for core regions, peri -
pheral depressed regions and peripheral resource fro nti ers. 
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c l The i mp a c t of fi n a ncial i n ce n ti v es a n d developme n t c o ntrols 
On ly few st u d i es a v e be e n a vailable wh ich try to trace the effect 
of s in g l e i n s t r um e nts of a regional policy pac kage on inter- and intra-
regi on al d ev e lo p me n t tre nds. We will s umm arize h ere two studies 
whic h a pply differe nt met ho d o l o gies in esti mati n g t h e effects of 
fi r. a ncia l i n ce n tives a nd d ev elop ment co n trols, a n d wh ich disti guish 
b e twee n effects on "new factories" and on "i ndigenous firms" . xl 
The first study has been u ndertaken by Moore B. and Rhodes J. (1975) . 
and tries to estimate the economic effect of the most important regio -
nal policy instruments in Great Britain (cf . A/2. 
On the basis of multiple regression analysis of official statistical 
data and the results of questionaires 93nt to some 350 firms, the 
aut hors estimate for the period of 1960-197 1 that out of the about 
140 000 jobs created in new factories mor e than 50 % have been associated 
with Industrial Development Controls and Goverment Factory Building, 
about 35 % with investment incentives, building grants selective 
assistance and special Development Area assistance, and mor e than 10 % 
with the Regional Employment Premium.xx) 
In the case of "indigenous firms" (which have a smaller share of total 
new employment than the newly established one s ) the largest numbe r of 
jobs (both in absolute numbers and on a per year basis) are associated 
with investment incentives and building grants (more than 90 %) 
followed by the Regional Employment Premium. 
xl 
The term "new factories• refers to three categories, namely entire relocated 
plants, new branch plants stemming from outside the region, and newly established 
firms from within the region. - The term "indigenous firms" here refers to the ex-
pansion of firms which already existed within the region . 
xxl If one takes account of the different periods of duration of specific policy 
instruments and calculates the average of created jobs per year, the ~ost imprtant 
group of i nstuments are the investment incentives and building grants followed by 
i ndustr i al Devel opment Control and the Regional Ecmployment Premium. 
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These findings on the high importance of investment incentives and 
grants for the creation of jobs especially in the case of "indigeno~s 
firms• are not completely consistent with those of a study by Wolf F. 
(1974) who in 1970 investigated 164 firms in Hessen in the FGR which 
received regional policy assistence in 1970. 
Wolf found that investment decisions especially for plant extensions 
("indigenous firms") are very weakly associated with investment incen-
tives, xl In the case of new plants, public financial aid is more 
important . but becomes effective only in ·those cases where the necessary 
0 O.w.ale of other.locational rerequisi1Es are available (p.96). 
~~rthermore, he found that the critical threshold for incentives 
to become effective is about 15 % of actual investment cost, He also 
found that incentives have more impact on the establishment of new 
branch plants than on the movement of complete firms, 
xl Wolf found that about 70 % of the promoted firms had started their expansion 
investment before they applied for financial aid and more than 90 % had started 
their expansion before their application has been positively decided upon. 
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B. Qualitative and Structural Aspects of Interregio al and Regional 
Trends 
In t is section we shall analyze ot ho w ma n y but rather what kin d 
of plants and jobs ha e bee created in peripheral areas either by 
policy support or by market forces . 
The case studies have been selected with a view towards getting 
information on the following groups of questions: 
- Which sectors have been promoted in or decentralised to peripheral 
areas?(sectoral growth characteristics, sectoral combination of 
production factors, wage levels, etc.) and 
- which level of technology has been introduced to peripheral regions 
by the new plants ? (highest, intermediate, low, "adequate" 
technology) ; 
- what are the control- and ownership relations of the plants which were 
establishe d in peripheral areas?(branch plants, subsidiaries with 
partial autonomy, autonomous firms; firms with total or partial 
extraregional or foreign ownership) and - associated with these 
questions -
what are the organizational characteristics of these plants?(functions 
of production, trade, administration, decision-making, research etc.) 
and which kinds of jobs are associated with these characteristics? 
(blue or white collar, type of qualification, etc.). 
1) Summary of major findings 
Concerning the sectoral characteristics and the level of technolgy 
of new (mostly policy supported) activities in peripheral areas 
the major conclusions from available studies are: 
- The regional policies investigated tended to promo te capital intensive 
and usually regional export oriented "growth industries" xl 
x) 
These are usually industries with medium and long term production and/or 
employment growth. 
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(Ohlsson L. et al, 1975 , for Sweden; Penouil. 1969, for the 
Aquitaine Region in France: Sandmeyer, U .• 1976, for t e orth 
East of Brazil; Wolf F. ,1 974 ,for Hessen in t h e FGRL 
For countrie s and regions with ur g en t unemploym e n t problems 
these regional policies - because of the capital i ntensity of 
promoted f irm s - contribute little to the reduction of the unemploy-
ment problem (e.g. Sandmeyer ,1976, for Brazil). 
In problem regions of industrialized countrie~ policy supp o rted 
"growth se c tors" and high productivity sectors have in many 
cases not been in a position to offset the market trend towards 
the establishment of low wage industries in the peripheral areas 
( e.g. Pernitz and Kunze, 1970, and Bobek and Steinbach, 1975 for 
Austria1 Lutz and Reyher, 1975, for Lower Bavaria in the FGR1 
Fleck, 1975, for the FGR). 
There exist few empirical studies on the technology-impact of 
regional policies to permit general conclusions but there exist 
various examples of a rat h er undifferentiated promotion of 
"highest" and very capital intensive technology with a rather 
detrimental impact on regional employment (Sandmeyer, 1976, for 
the North East of Brazill. 
From the investigated case studies and e x amples of regio n al poli-
cies, no policy instruments oriented specifically towards sectors 
with high intra-regional multipliers could be identified . 
Concerning the control, ow n ership and organizational characteristics 
of the ne wly established or expanded plants in relation to their 
impact on regional development the following conclusions can be 
d rawn: 
A lar ge propor tion of ne w activities in peripheral areas are 
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branch plants or subsidiaries with extra-regional control and/or 
ownership (Bade, 1977, F ec • 1975, Wolf, 1974, for the FGR; 
Board of Trade, 1968, Keeble , 1971 and 1972 , for Great Britain; 
F i r n , l 9 7 5 , McDermott , l 9 7 6
1 
and Lever , l 9 7 4 , for Scot 1 a nd J . 
- The findings on the performance and developmental effects of 
these branch plants or subsidiaries with extra-regional co ntro l 
and/or ownership are somewhat a mbiguous : 
Ge ne rally there seem to be differences in impact between (usually 
smaller) branch-plants, narrowl y specialized on segregated routine 
functions of production in low wage sectors, on the one hand, 
and (usually larger) more diversified branch plants and subsidiaries 
with partial control functions on the other hand . 
With respect to the narrowly specialized branch plants conclusion 
of a numbe r of case studies are fairly unanimous: 
- Branch plants seem more likely to be located i -n peripheral 
areas -(in comparison with relocated firms) because they find it easier to 
bridge larger distances in their moves (Furst and Zimmermann, 1973 , 
Spanger and Treuner, 1975, and Fleck, 1975 , for the FGRJ. 
- Because of their large share of routine production processes and the 
lack of their own administrative and research activities bran ch plants 
very often create relatively low skill jobs and the y are not able 
to stop outmigration of the younger and more qualified population 
(Kohler and Reyher, 1975, Wolf, 1974 for the FGRJ. 
- Especially smaller branch plants and plants in certain sector s 
(leather, textiles and clothing and electrical equipment) show 
xl 
more instability with respect to macroeconomic fluctuations because 
their headquarters tend to reduce employment at first in th e 
peripheral branch plants (Clark, 1976. for Sweden; Furst and Zimmer-
mann, 1973, Gerlach and Liepmann, 1972, for the FGR: _xl 
Concering the stability prospects of branch plant s Bade (1976) states that 
branch plants which are more integrated into the production process of the enter-
prise s how more stability (see below). 
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- Bra n c h p la n ts te n d to ave li nk ag e s ov er larger dista nc es a nd 
th eref o re l e ss r eg ion al p u r ch a s es a nd mu ltipl i er effect s ( S peh ! 
e t al., 1975, for t h e FGR; Le v er, 1972 and 1974, for West Ce nt r -al 
S co t l a nd) xl 
- On e of t h e mo st i mpo rta n t fi n di n gs of t he st u d i es see ms to be t hat 
regio n al policy i fl str um e n ts (espe c ia l ly i n vest me n t i n ce n ti v es ) 
te n d to support the establis hm ent of branch plants and of s u b-
sidiaries with foreign ownership in peripheral areas (Wolf, 1974: 
Furst and Zimmermann, 1973: Dicken, 1976; McDermott, 1976; T homan, 
1973 l, 
- With respect to more diversified branch plants and sub-
sidiaries with partial control functions no clear fi n di n gs e merge 
from available studies (Firn. 19751 McDermott, 1976; Pernitz and 
Kunze. 19701 O'Tarrell. 1976; Thoman, 1973). 
2) The sectoral and technological characteristics of new or expanded 
plants in peripheral areas 
There are only few studies available which give information about 
the sectoral composition of newly established or enlarging firms in 
peripheral areas supported by regional policy, This lack of analysi s 
may be due to the fact that most countries don't have an explicit 
orientation of their regional policy instruments toward specific 
sectors, There seems to exist a general tendency however - at least 
in goal formulations - to promote industries which produce for 
export markets . 
Implicitly, however, the wide use of instruments which reduce the 
cost of and thereby attract capital tend to promote activities 
which are capital intensive. 
Two follow-up studies about the sectoral orientation of regional 
xl LRver ( 1976) states in this co nnection, however, t hat while branc h plants 
r eceive l ower i nputs frcm the local economy, they have a gre a ter vo l ume of rebional 
e x ports compared to i nd i genous f i rms (p,133) , 
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policy ave bee available: 
Sardme er U ., 1976 , in analysing the industrialisation policy of 
t e Brazilian go vernme~t a nd of the SUDENE in the orth East of Brazil 
found that the sectors which have been promoted most heavily hav e 
been regional export sectors with hi g h capital intensity such as the chemical 
industry (which received 25 % of total i nvestmen t since 1971) and 
the metalurgical industries (20 % of the total investment). While 
there exist good natural conditions for the chemical industry in 
the North East Region, both sectors ave contributed little towards 
resolving of the unemployment problem of this region (while both 
sectors received about 45 % of the total in vestmen t. the ir share in to-
tal employment has only been 22 %, cf. Sandmeyer. p.306 ff). 
another study CL.Ohlsson et al. 1975) assesses Swedish regional policy 
and finds that of the promoted firms an above average share is in 
t he capita 1 intensive iron. s tee 1 and met a 1 in dust r i e s, in the paper 
and pulp industry. as well as the labour intensive wood industry. A 
lower than average share is in other industries s uch as the human 
skill intensive engeneering industry (p.12). In studying the wage 
and salary levels of promoted firms compared to industry in general 
the authors found that there exist differentials in wage leve ls due 
to 
- the higher proportion of blue collar workers in promoted firms and 
- substantially lower wage rates per employee in promoted new plants 
as against all promoted plants and the respective sector as a whole . 
These differences may well be due to the above mentioned sectoral 
characteristics (high proportion of routine activities) as ' well to 
a higher proportion of narrowly specialized branch plants (below 
average proportion of white collar workers) . 
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olf F. (1974) in is abave mentioned study for Hess en in the FGR 
fond that the economic structure of the region has be en improved 
o e er by the promoted firms (abou t 160 firms received f in a nci al 
aid in 1970) : Almost 70 % of the created job s h ad been in "growth 
industries" with expe c ted abo ve a ver age e mpl oyment i ncre ase (m ainly 
the chemical i ndu stry, machinery , wood processing and plastic industry). 
Since also about 70 % of t h e funds ha d been allo c ated to these in-
dustries Wolf expects t hat some implicit sectoral policy might hav e 
existed (pp.127 ff). 
Some further s tud ies investigate the sectoral composition of new 
establishments in perip eral areas in relation to the ge n eral 
(market and policy supported) development trend. 
In an Aus trian study Pernitz K. and Kunze E. (1970 J in v estigated 
ne w plants which were establis h ed in Lower Austria between 1955 
to 1968 . The y fo un d that peripheral areas of Lower Austria-inspite 
of regional industrial promotion - had not only a below average share of 
jobs of new establishments but also a below average share of establish-
ments in "growing industries". This resulted in increased st ructur al 
disparities between core regions and perip heral areas. It may be due to 
this structural weekness that the stability of establishments in 
most of the peripheral areas also has been below ave rag e (p.6). 
These results are consistent with a study by Bobek H. and Steinbach J. 
about the regi on al structure of Austrian industry (1975): 
The aut hor s find that one of th e reasons for below average de vel op men t 
of local revenues fro m wa ge taxes in the peripheral areas of Lower 
Austria a n d Burgenland h as been the fact that mo re than 65 % of 
jobs in n ewly established pl a nt s h a v e been in the (low wage) sectors 
of textiles and clot hin g (which have also oft e n h ad little e conom ic 
stability) so that there ha s been no i mprovemen t of t h e perip he ral 
eco nomic structure ( p. 61 J • 
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A simi l arly ~igh proportion of new pla n ts in the tex tile a nd clothing 
sector i perip eral areas of Upp er Austri a (partly problem regi ors) 
was found by Rothsc ild K. W. a n d Lac i n ger 0 . ( 19 7 1). The authors 
furt ermore indicate, that bet ~een 70 a nd 87 percent of the e mployees 
ave been women a n d that t he share of wh ite colla r wo rkers has 
been extremely low ( 7 oer cent) X) Wages offered were ofte n so low 
that firms h ad diffic ulti es to recruit their wor k ers o th e local 
,J.....~or market f i.-~.J • 
Although in the above mentio,ed cases Austrian regio n al policy may 
not hav e been the major cause of these sectoral developments in 
peripheral areas, regional policy instruments both at the federal 
a nd at the provincial levels have not been able to c h ange these in-
creasing structural weaknesses. 
The findings of the Austrian studies concerning sectoral trends in 
peripheral areas are confirmed by a study for the FGR (Fleck , 1975) : 
In analysing the ne w industrial establishments in the FGR from 1955 
to 1971 for different types of regions Fleck found a relatively high 
location intensity in rural areas of sectors such as textiles, leather, 
wood-processing, tobacco , clothing and shoes . (p.8). In differenciating 
between promoted areas and non-promote d areas Fleck foL , d that in t h e 
promoted areas the share of employ men t in new plants in industries 
with slow employment growtn was 47,5 %, while it was on ly 37,4 % in 
non-promoted areas (p.52 ff). 
There are also, however, less clear-cut conclusions on the relations 
between sectoral composition and regio n al employment tren d.s: 
In the British case Moore and Rhodes (1973) and Sant (1975) indicate 
that from 1963 to 1970 the industrial structure of t h e Development 
Areas has "des pite the apparent lack of positive effe:ts on total 
xl This lack of j o bs with higher qualifications may also be due to the high 
proportion of branch plants with a lack of control functions within the region . 
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employment " ISant 1975, i:, : 195) become mo re lie the n atio n al se cto ra l 
composition . Sant indicates , howeve r, that this appro ximation of 
industrial sturct re between core re gio n s a nd Development Areas h as 
been more due to the faster contract ion o f decli nin g industries t he re 
than to the growth of nationally expanding industries. 
Studies which s yst e matically investigate t he le v el of technol-
ogy promoted by regio nal policy have hardly been available. Despite 
the fact that it is difficult to draw ge n eral conclusions from single 
studies we shall sum marize a careful and detailed analysis which has 
been undertaken for the North East of Brazil because the results might 
well be representative for other regions with severe unemploymen t 
problems. 
Sandmeyer U. (1976) investigates t h e phenomenon that the manufacturing 
industry of NE region of Brazil from 1959 to 1970 has had a relatively 
_high increase of production but (compared to all of Brazill a very low 
employmen t increase (the percent increase of production · to that of 
employment in the NE has been 5: 1 as against 2,2 : 1 for all of 
Brazil). The author found t hat the transfer of new technology had 
been one of the most important reasons for this low employment effect 
in the North East . He esti mates the hypothetical loss of jobs 
due to the introduction of high technology in the North-East at 
about 86 DOD jobs. Concer n ing the role of regional policy in ge n eral the 
author found that the industrial projects s ub sidized by the S UO ENE had 
(because of their capital in ten sity a n d sect oral composition , cf. above) 
contributed little to a reduction of the unemploymen t p r oblem . xl 
x) It must be added here that in the course of a large modernisation programme 
for the textile industry SUDENE tried even to eliminate old machinery (with more 
labour intensive technology) which resulted in a loss of about 19 000 jobs for 
workers of the textile ind ustry during the sixties (p .231 ff). 
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3.l Contra - a d o ip relatio sand organiz atio 11a characteristics 
of ne pla ts eral areas 
From the foregoing section it appears t at, besides the sectoral 
structure of new activities in peripheral areas , the control a nd 
ownership relations (intra- vs. extraregional co nt rol and/or owner -
ship ) and the organizational characteristics of new establishment s 
(types of functions performed within the plant, such as production , 
trade, administration , decision making, research have implications 
for the qualification structure of created jobs, for their atability 
and wage levels, as well as for regional development of peripheral 
areas in general. 
Various studies reviewed in the foregoing section indicated that 
new branch plants which are extraregionally controlled or owned 
have considerably reduced impact on the labor market and on the 
development of peripheral areas in general compared to that of 
auto n omous regional firms. The first group of extraregionally controlled 
or owned plants hav e a large weight in the industrial developmen t 
of peripheral regions. We shall therefore concentrate in the following 
particularly on these plants. 
A closer look on extraregionally controlled or owned plants showed 
that with regard to regional development implications there exist 
differences between 
al branch plants with rather narrowly specialized routine functions 
of production and a hi g h level of extra-regional managemen t and 
ownership control and 
bl branch plants and subsidiaries with diversified internal functions 
and a certain degree of administrative semi-auto nomy . 
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In the following we s hall summari ze the con: lusions of the case studies 
speci ically on. these forementio ed types of plants with regard to 
- their s h are in th e industiralization process of peripheral areas. 
- their labo r market and ge neral regional development implications and 
- thei r reaction to regional policy instruments. 
Si nc e mo st case studies refer to v arious of t h e fore e ntio ed types 
of new activities in peripheral areas, overlaps between them could 
not be completely avoided. 
al Narrowly specialized branch plants with a high level of extra-
regional control 
In an a n alysis of about 3800 industrial moves in the FGR within the 
period 1951 to 1971 Bade (1976) found that in perip h eral areas -
many of which have been declared problem areas - a much higher share 
of branch plants h as been established than in metropolitan areas 
X) 
and their surroundings . He also found that new branch plants were 
established mainly in sectors such as clothing, textiles. leather and 
electrical equipment. which are typically located in peripheral areas 
(cf. above 2 BJ. Especially these sectors have shown a relatively 
high closure rate of plan~s. In investigating branch plants which 
were established in the period 1963-1970 in Saarland the author 
found that of the established branch plants there had survived until 
1975: none in the leather industry, only 6 per cent in the textiles 
industry, and only 24 per cent in the clothing industry~ Bade inter-
prets this phenomenon as being caused by the relative low risk of 
establishment of branch plants in these sectors: the firms are in a 
xl In the case of the areas outside metropolitan regions and their surroundings-
the proportion of branch plants to relocated entire firms was a bout 3:1 while 
in the case of metropolita n regions and t hei r surroundings e ntire relocated 
firms were about 1:1 (pp . 18 ff), 
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position toes ab is parallel production processes a : relatively 
lo in es ment cost and are able to reduce this expansion again 
re ative y easily in the case of decreasing demand. The author 
sta es in this co nection tat branch plants which are more inte-
grated into the production process of the whole firm should show 
ore stability because the firm's total production process is more 
dependent on the production of the branch plant . 
His fi dings and interpretations are broadly consistent with the 
results of a study by Furst and Zimmermann (1973) in the FGR in 
which the location desicisiorsof industrial firms were investigated 
by questionaire. 
Furst and Zimmermann find that presently used regional policy instru-
ments in general - though unintended - have a selective impact : 
they find the greatest response on the part of branch plants of 
larger enterprises, the lowest by the movement of complete firms . 
Fleck (1975) also for the FGR analysing industrial firms established 
between 1955 and 1971 shows that at the national level th e 
share of branch plants in all new plants is substantial (53 %) an d 
that the establishment of new branch plants fluctuated more than 
that of autonomous firms . Furthermore he foun d (similer to Bade) 
that moves of plants tend to bridge larger distance s than relocate d 
entire firms . The share of slowly growing or stagnating sectors i s 
also higher with branch plants (53 %) as against entire relocated 
firms (30 %) or new firms (47 %) . 
The author furthermore found that between 1962 and 1970 there had 
been a certain decentralisation of industry into promoted areas , 
but it took place in stagnating industries and in the form of branch 
plants to a much higher degree than in the rest of the FGR (p.59) . 
Similarly, several Britsh studies revealed the importance of branch 
plants for employment growth in peripheral regions . In an analysis of 
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Industrial o e ents between1945 - 1965 in t e United ingdom the 
Board of Trade (1968 i and Keeble (1971 , 1972)found that branch 
plants represe ted 82,6 % of all movements to peripheral areas and 
85,8 % of employment created by movement of industrial plants be t-
ween 1945 and 1965 . In Britain too, government regional policy• •.. 
has long encouraged this process through its development incentives, 
on t he one hand • and by it s re strict i on s on new or exp a n d e d 
economic activity in certain areas, on the other" (Dicken, 1976, p.402). 
In a case study of a Swedish county Clark U.E.G. (1976) investigated 
one special aspect of branch-plant performance: their cyclical sensi-
tivity. A previously British study had shown that "between 1966-1971 , 
a period of contraction of manufacturing employment, matur e branch 
plants maintained their employment better than their parents • 
(Atkins , 1973, pp.437 ff) and Clark tries to test the validity of that 
conclusion for Sweden. 
Clark analysed the performance of 310 plants (74 branch plants and 
236 parent plants) during the period of 1968 to 1973 in the county 
of Skaraborg and found significant differences in performance 
between branch and parent plants as well as between small a n d large 
branch plants: Branch plants s how ed a higher "turnover rate" than 
parent plants (proportion of openings and closures to total plant 
number). Concerning different size gro up s of plants he found that small 
branch plants (less than 100 employees) were more likely to be closed 
in the recession period of 1970 and 1971 than the small parent plants, 
just as there was a greater probability of a small branch plant 
opening in the upswing of 1972 and 1973.·. T.he same does not 
appear to be true of the large br anch plants: Employment in large 
branch plants appeared to be less cycliCallysensitive than employment 
in large parent plants . 
A o re poli =y o r ien ted fol o, - J p st d y ~y ~o hl er ~ .a nd Rey er L, 
on t e e!ta bli s men t of n ew fir ms ir. t he per:1. od 1 £15 5 t::i 19139 in 
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iede r bayern i n t he FGR (mo s t o f them pu blicl y suppo rted ) s h ow e d : hat 
t h e reg ion 's l a bou r ma rk et i n - a r t i ta t i v e te rm s ( leve l of em pl oym ent ' 
had de elope d sat i s•a cto ri ! y. At t , e sa me ti me, ho we , er, ':he q ualitati v e 
disparity i n t h e jo b str uctu re bet~ee n t h e regio n and t ~ e FGR ad 
increased, mainly d u e to t h e b elow average qualification structure of 
t h e jobs in t he newly esta b lis hed plants. A large share of the policy 
supported firms a t t ,e s ame time had been bra nch plants . 
Some authors see as a major reason for this development the undifferen-
tiated reduction of capital cost via investment incentives which 
leads to the reaction of plants which are in a late stage in the 
product cycle (with routine production); t his is especially the 
case with many branch plants (e.g. Flore C, 1976). 
Similar conclusions emerge from a study on Hessen in the FGR (Wolf ,F. 
1974). Wolf investigated firms which received regional policy funds xl 
during 1970 and found that 
- due to the high proportion of branch plants and the lack of ad-
ministrative functions in them there has been no impr ov ement 
of the qualitative job structure (pro mot ed plants have a higher share 
of non-qualified workers than the provincial average pp . 12 ff . J> and 
- branch plants are more sensitive to investment incenti v es and depre-
ciation allowances than complete firms; the latter show mor e se~si-
tivity to low interest credits (pp.100 ff). 
Lever (1972 and 1974) investigates the linkage behaviour of 24 
carefully selected plants in West Central Scotland: Relating the linkage 
be ha v iour to different characteristics of the plants (value/weight 
rati o s of the products, size, orga n izational types). He found a general 
x) fu nds of the "Regionales F5rderungsprogramm" and the "Investitionszulagen-
gesetz•. 
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te n dency for small plants to purchase mor e of their inputs from 
Scottish firms than did larger firms . Branch plants wem more dependant 
upon supplies from the West Midlands , the South East and from abroad 
t han i nd ependent local firms (58 ,2 as against 27,3 per cent of all pur -
chases). Concerning the distribution of sales, Lever found that 
branch plants sell proportio nally more of their output to costumers 
in the rest of Britain and abroad than do r ndependent local firms. 
Westaway (1974) in a study on the occupational structure of the 
-British urban system found that the (prosperous) South East Region 
is favoured with regard to both general control functions of organi -
zations (professional and managerial occupations) and lower ad -
ministrative functions (administrative occupations). Operating or 
productive functions on the other hand have the highest represen -
tation in less prosperous regions of the country. Changes in the 
distributions of these activities indicate that general control 
functions, particularly head office activities, are becoming mor e 
concentrated in the London area (p.72). 
From some of the above mentioned studies (Board of Trade, 1968, Keeble , 19711972) 
there exist indication that, due to the high representation of branch 
plants in industrial moves to peripheral area ~ the level of external 
control in these regions is increasing. 
bl Diversified semiautonomous branch plants and subsidiaries with 
extraregional ownership 
The following studies deal with ownership linkages and regional 
development implications of semiautonomous branch plants and subsidiarie s 
either exclusively or in the broade r context of the establishment 
of new plants in peripheral areas. Unfortunately, information on 
these questions still is rather spotty, in part because they have 
only recently been considered a problem, in part for difficulties 
of data access . 
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An interesting study in this respect is Firn's a alysis of external 
control in Scotland (1975) i eh is a peripheral location wit in 
Great Britain. Firn found that in the case of Scotland 58,8 % of 
X) 
total employment in manufact ring in 1973 wa s controlled e xternally, 
of which the largest share were English based companies (39 ,8 %) and 
orth American-based companies (14 ,9 %) . Subsidiaries a nd branch 
plants had a considerable s are in this externally controlled 
employment, Firn concludes from this evidence that Scotiand has been 
developing slowly a "branch plant and subsidiary• economy, at least 
with regard to its industrial structure. The most worrying aspect 
of external controll for him is the dominance of branch plants becau se 
this has been accompanied by a gradual erosion of decision making 
from the Scottish economy (p.405) . 
A study which investigates extra- versus intraregional 
ownership with respect to regional functional linkages has been unde r-
taken by McDermott, P .J . (1976) for Scotland. The most important fi ndin gs 
of his study are: 
- Due to strong governmental encouragement of extern al electronics 
companies to invest in Scotland the level of non-Scottish ownership 
is very high (more than 90 %) • The computer sector which is responsibl e 
for almost 15 000 or a third of the jobs in electronics con sists 
of 11 establishment s all of which are American controlled xxl 
- indigenous firmsplay a distinctive subcontract role and 
- shares of local purchasing in the components sector are low for 
both local but lowe r still for externally-controlled firms (36 % 
as against 23 % of all purchases). 
xl Firn defines the location of ultimate control as the location of the headquarters 
of a branch plant, or as the headquarters of the senior holding company in the 
case of a wholly owned subsidiary . 
xxl McDermott studied the 01o.<rership of the Scottish electronics industry (101 establi s h-
ments) and the local linkages of 37 autonomous and semi-autonomous plants . 
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In e al uati n g the Be l gian 1966 Investment I ncentive Program Thoman G.R. 
(1 973 ) f ou nd t hat out of a sa mple of 273 foreign industrial invest-
me n ts t h e majority (66 per cent). were located in depressed areas. In 
in v est i gati n g t h e e conomi c c hara c teristics of these industries the 
author found t h at they co n tributed little to the divesification of the 
economic structure (textiles a n d metal i ndustries were represented 
above average) and that they were mainly low profit and low growth 
industries with little scientific research activities (pp .64 ff) . 
The question of the i mpact of external control and/or ownership on 
the performance of plants and on regional development is, however, some-
what ambiguous: While some authors stress the rather detrimental 
effect of external control and ownership especially on long term 
regional development ( Firn, 197 5. Mc Dermott. 197 6 l other authors 
indicate that firms with total or partial foreign ownership per-
formed not significantly different and in some regards even better 
than national or regional firms: 
Pernitz and Kunz e (1970) found in the above mentioned Austrian study 
that about 22 % of all newly established firms between 195 5 and 1968 
in Lower Austria (large parts of which are peripheral to Vienna and 
to the central European market) have been established with foreign 
capital. Furthermore they found, that these firms are on the average 
larger than the rest (in terms of employment). show a lower share of 
firms in nationally stagnating industries and seem to have a larger 
job stability than the rest ("job closure rate" of 1 % as against 
9, 5 % with all firms). Unfortunately it is not made explicit in this 
study, however, to which extent the "better" performance of industries 
with foreign capital applies only to firms n ear Aust ria's capital 
Vienna, or also to those located in the more remote areas of Lower 
Austria . 
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• 'Farrell P. (1976) in analysing 418 industrial establishments in 
Ire and ic received grant payments between 1960 and 1973 gives 
special emphasis to the question of plant closure rates . He showed 
that - against the findings of many other studies me tioned above -
survival or closure of grant-aided establishmen~ is independent of 
manufacturing group, of organizational type (except for non - Irish 
plants at the 0,05 significance level) a nd of nat ionality (p.445) . 
III, Towards a Theoretical Interpretation 
Regional policies have essentially aimed at diffusing growth 
from hig ly developed core regions to less developed peripheral 
areas. In this section we shall try to interpret these policies 
in theoretical terms a nd show their implications for the operation 
of inter-regional systems. 
We shall simplify regional systems by essentially discussing relatio n s 
between highly developed "core regions" a n d less developed "peri-
pheral areas" althoug h there exist of course different intensities 
and types of these regions in a multi-regional setting. 
A. The theoretical background 
First, a short description of the theoretical background against 
which the above policies will be analyzed. 
Interregional disparities and interactions are basically conditioned 
by regional differences in access to production factors and to markets. 
We s hall concentrate first on differences in availability of produc-
tion factors. 
Core regions are charactefized by a scarcity of natural resources and 
of labor, while peripheral areas usually have a scarcity of capital 
and technology. According to neo-classical economic theory, factor 
returns should be high in areas of scarcity and low in areas of 
abu nd ance. Core regions should therefore have high returns for 
natural resources and labor while peripheral areas s h o ul d have high 
returns for capital and technology. Under nee-classical assumptions (complete 
mobility and homogeneity of production factors, decreasing marginal ret" rns, 
et.c.) factors are expected to mov e from areas of low return to those 
of high return. Natural resources and labor should therefore flow 
from peripheral areas to core regions, while capital and technology 
would be expected to flow in the opposite direction from core regions 
to peripheries. These flows would increase factor s uppl y in areas 
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of scarcity ad red ce it in areas of abunda ce, w ereby factor 
prices ould be expected to equalize over space. As a consequence, in-
co e s ould also equalize o er space (Richardson. 1969) . 
In reality however, this is ot the case. First, because n ot all 
production factors tend towards spatial equilibrium of supply and 
de and . Such tendency is counteracted by different degrees of -nobility 
and heterogeneity of factors and by increasing factor returns due to the 
unequal spatial distribution of external and scale e~onomies. Second, 
there occur "lea kage s• of oifferent types between regions(also out-
side the factor markets)whic can lead to income disparities. Such 
"leakages• occur through interregional multiplier effects. through 
changes in import and/or export propensities and in the terms of 
trade, through organizational linkages, etc .. 
Regarding the first point of production factors, particularly 
labor and capital in practice often do no t tend towards equilibrium. 
Although labor in aggregate terms moves from (usually low wage) 
peripheral areas to (high wage) core regions, this movement should 
not be considered in aggregate terms but should be disaggregated since 
migration is highly selective. Migrants from peripheral to core 
regions usually come from the more mobile and more productive popu-
lation strata (i.e. the potential high wage earners) of peripheral 
areas, This therefore tends to reduce the average of wage levels in 
peripheral areas still further rather than increasing a ve rage wage 
levels due to the reduction of aggregate labor supply, as nee-classi-
cal theory would have it. At the same time this !Blective out-migration 
reduces the production potential of peripheral areas still further. 
Capital flows also do not te n d towards a regional equilibrium of 
supply and demand. Empirical studies (Lasuen 1961, EC_A 1969, 
Griffin 1969) have shown that on balance capital flows from peripheral 
(high capital cost) areas to core regions (with relatively low capital 
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cost ) . T h e major reason fort is disequilibrating trend is the higher 
p ro du c t i v ity of c ap i tal in core regions due to a comparative advan-
tage i n scale a n d e x ter n al eco n o mies . 
Re gi on al policy i n strum e nts essentially have attempted to change these 
d i seq uil ibrati n g f lo ws, but they have hardly made explicit attempts 
to control the "lea kages" me n tio n ed. 
Since migration is outside of direct policy control in most market 
and mixed economies, policy i n struments have concentrated on inver-
ting flows of capital (along with technolog~ often incorporated in 
it) and on creating greater external economies in peripheral areas 
through public infrastructure investment (neatly summarized e.g. in 
/IC a n ad a , M i n i s t r e 1 9 7 6~ . 
In the following, the major instruments of regional policy in 
market and mixed · economies will be bri•fly reviewed and related to 
some of the major findings of empirical evaluations of regional policy 
reviewed in section II. A synopsis of the policy instruments and 
related empirical findings is then presented on p.61. 
B. Major instruments of regional policy and their implications 
(11 Capital and technology transfers to peripheral areas 
These inst~uments are used in practically all countries analyzed. 
Essentially they are1D create, as far as factor availability is concerned, 
conditions in peripheral areas mor e like those of core 
regions. The strong emphasis of most regional development policies 
on capital incentives and on the introduction of high technology 
(often incorporated in capital) have stimulated the emergence of 
capital intensive industries in peripheral areas (Sandmeyer, 1976 for 
the NE of Brazil; Pe n o u il, 1969 for the Aquitairl= region in France; 
Ohlsson, 1975, for Sweden: Holland , 1976 for Italy;Kerlikowsky, 1977 
for Alabama in the USA) and have thereby increased regional productivity 
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and regional output . 
At t e same time t ey 'la e produced relatively smal 1 employment effects, 
however, and contributed comparatively littl e to so lvin g the u n employ-
ment problems of perip eral areas (Sa n dmeye r, 1976; K·er~i OhSky , 1977) 
inspite of the applicatio n of employment p remiums in some countries. 
(2) Promo tion of "modern" industries in perip eral areas 
Apart from the incentives offered for activities with hi gh producti-
vity (1 above), e conom ic promotion was (often implicitly) orierted 
towards activities with high demand elasticity a nd with an "export 
base" i.e. catering to internatio n al a nd national rather than to 
regional demand (Lower Austria, 1971; Wolf. 1 974 for t h e FGR, p.168). 
This meant that eco nomi c activities in peripheral areas i nc reasingly 
became dependent not only on external production factors (exter n al 
capital and technology, point 1 above) but also on external de mand. 
Prod u cts with high demand elasticity imply "young" industries with 
a relatively high rate of innovation. Si nc e the highly innovative phases 
in the product cycle usually last only for a limited time period 
there exists the danger of relatively high structural instability, 
especially if t h ese new activities gain a predominant role in other-
wise little industrialized peripheral areas. In many cas e s this was 
aggreva ·ted by the fact that in such "young• i ndustrie s (e .g. elec-
tronics, plastics) main ly r•utipe and le"S s kil led s u b-functions 
were delegated to peripheral areas (see below). The heavy reliance 
on activities catering to national and internatio n al market s was 
in li n e with export base theor¼ which assumes that regional a nd 
n atio nal eco nomi c growth is mainly a function of the value of their 
exports . T h e emphasis of new plants on e xpo rt base act j vities howeve r, 
in many peripheral areas increased the depe n de nc e on national and 
i ntern ational cyclical fluctuatio n s (M cDe rmo tt 1976, Novotny, 1977) . 
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e e mp as i s of regio n al policy instru ments on activities with high 
pro d uc ti vi t y a nd :i g h d er1a nd e_l asticity, a nd on sectors catering to inter-
ati on al o r n atio n al de ma n d ( ex p ort base orie tat ion), addressed 
itself to character i stics n ormally typical of core region activities. 
Very ofte n t h erefore t his e n c ouraged t h e transfer of e x panding core-
region activities (or parts thereof - the socalled "extended work 
benc hes•) which, due to i nc reasing o v erall demand. met with bottlenecks 
in core regions, (particularly s hortages of labor and landl. With 
the recent slow-down of n atio n al and international eco-
nomic growth these bottlenecks were reduced however (cf.Flore, 1976) 
and the new activities having been relocat~d to peripheral areE(s co nstitute there 
an increased danger of cyclical and structural instability . 
Due to the difficulties of overcoming distance from core regions, the 
major reaction to these instruments came from enterprises most 
able to overcome distance and locational , deficiencies on account of 
their own organisational capacity and capital reserves: these were 
to a great extent large-scale multiregional or multinational enter-
prises, catering to large-scale (usually world) markets and able 
to shift resources and functions rather freely between areas and countries . 
If the above mentioned "extended work benches• in eco,omically marginal 
peripheral areas belonged to multiregional or multinational firms 
t h eir closure rat3s often were particularly high (cf. Bade, 1976; 
FGrst and Zimmermann, 19731 Clark, 1976) and thereby tended to increase 
still further the already existing cyclical and structural instability 
in peripheral areas. 
Since multiregional or multinational firms were able to shift activi -
ties freely within their own hig hlyspecialized organizational structures, 
they usually shifted the l o w-skill~ low-pay rou t ine 
activities to perip eral areas, retaining more ighly s kill ed 
non -routine jobs, including research and development functions, 
administrative f nctions etc. in core regio s. This eant tat the 
n ewly created jobs were usually in the low-s i 1 and low-wag"! 
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categories. (West away, 1974, for GB/ Wolf, 1974, Kohler and Reyt,er, 1975 
for the FGR; Thoma , 1973, for Belgium). This ay in fact have contri-
buted to ards a reinforcement of long-standing structural weak n esses 
of peripheral areas rather than to their relief. 
Multinational or multiregional firms are better able to bridge the 
distance to peripheral areas. If these areas are favored by public 
incentives or subsidies, the firms will legitimately select the 
most accessible locations within them a nd t ereby often 
contribute to an increase of intraregional disparities. The entre-
preneurial objective of being competetive interregionally or inter-
nationally may in fact lead to increased intraregional disparities 
(Ray, 1976; Lasuen and Pastor, 1976). 
When activities (or parts t~ereofl were relocated from core region s 
to peripheral areas, there was a tendency, particularly on the part of 
multiplant firm 7 to retain previous input-output and service relations 
of their organisations wherever possible so that u sually little 
fu nction al relations of these activities within perip her al areas de-
veloped . This led to a relatively high regional import propensity for 
inputs a n d thereby increased leakages from peripheral areas (Lever, 
1972 and 1974 and McDermott, 1976, for Scotland; Spehl et al., 1975 , 
and Wolf. 1974, for the FGRJ. In fact it has been maintained that 
these leakages may often be greater than the transfers of capital 
or public in v estment (see 3 below) undertaken (Lasuen 3nd Pastor, 1976) . 
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: e to e i creasi g rea ocation of abor and capital tote most 
ef ic!e~t ac !vi ies ad o eco omical y bac ed effective (and in-
creasingly e err.al) der:a d, scarce production factors Cs illed 
_abor, caoi all freouently ere it hdra wn from privately-supplied basic needs 
sectors. egicna t:;asic l'.eeds beca e less releva,t for investment decisions and 
since (part!cu arly ir. p'oorer regi sltrey are usually bac ed by s all 
effective purchasing power, became neglected both in quantitative 
terms and in theirspecific qualitative articulation, Services increasingly 
had to concentrate on only few locations or close down completely. With 
typically scarce population and low demand density in great parts of 
peripheral areas the access to these basic needs and services deterio-
rated considerably, particularly for the less mobile and/or economi-
cally less po erful population strata (the elderly, the poor, etc.), whose 
pl"Qportion of the total population was increasing due to the selective out-migration pro-
cess. his meent that intra-regional disparities in access to basic n eeds 
facilities also increased considerably as was shown above empirically 
(II/A/3a). Access to basic needs services also deteriorated because 
the improvement of inter-regional accessibility (4 and 5 below) in-
creased competition from outside centres and reduced the relative 
growth potential of regional service centres. Marketing and service 
channels became increasingly oriented toward~ supra-regio n al systems 
end often made investment in the less developed parts of peripheral 
areas uneconomic. This further increased the pressure for outmigrati on. 
As furt hermore , in most cases there were no explicit incentives for 
the utilisation of regional natural resources, these often were 
underutilized (idle agricultural land, idle regional building materials , 
etc . l . 
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Te promotion of • odern" industries t he refore usu ally _ad not only 
to ircreasi g reliance on external production factors a~d de and but 
also to an underemployment of regional resources and a neg ect of 
regional basic need s. It t ereby contributed to an increase in e xtern al 
oe pe,cance and to a reduction in regior.al self-reliance. 
(3) Transfer of public investment to peripheral areas: 
In most countries this is a major policy instrument intended to 
reduce spatial disparities. Its major thrust usually is to provid e 
economic infrastructure f or new economic activities. This is done mainly 
by investment in local infrastructure and in the inter-regional tran s-
port and communications network . 
Local infrastructur e investment will, a pa rt from a demand multiplie ~ 
create external economies and thereby hel p to reduce the cost of 
production in peripheral areas. In cases where this is done by central 
agencies it will as with multi-plant enterprises) favor the intro-
duction of core-region based construction technology, bu ilding material s 
and (via core-region based construction firms) other Extra-regional 
inputs. This will tend to reduce potential regional em ploym ent effects 
and the mobilisation of other regional resources (buildi rg material s etcJ, 
create leakages and thereby . often considerably reduce the expected re-
gional impact of such transfers of public investment (Lasuen and 
Pastor, 1976). If administered by centrally steered agencies, it 
will also fail to help develop peripheral areas' abilities to mobiliz e 
and h andle their own resources. 
Public investment in inter-regional transport and corn unications net -
work will increase accessibility between regions, a phenomenon that need s 
mor e detailed discussion. 
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(4) Extension of transport and communications networks from core-regions 
to peripheries : Transport ad communications investment is usually 
made wit priority between major urban centres and between core-
regions and peripheries in order to i nc rease accessibility in these 
relations. T ereby it fol ows existing traffic patterns and the 
thrust of major effective demand . Comparatively little investment 
is usually made in transport infrastructure between peripheral areas 
and for interactions within peripheral areas (Tornquist , 1973). Such invest-
ment implicitly follows the export-base conception that regional growth 
must be induced by extra-regional demand and that i ncre ased speciali-
zation and accessibility within and between peripheral areas can 
contribute little to the development of peripheral areas because of t heir low 
density and low growth rate of demand 
The same applies to (mass) communications network s which essentially 
are extended from c,ore-regions to peripheral areas. Communi -
cation flows .e man ate radially from core regions to peripheral 
areasibut also organizational and power centres determining the kin d 
of information to be transmitted are essentially core-region based.xl 
(5) Promotio1 of functional integration between core-regions and peri -
pheries: The above policies are aimed at increasing interregional functio-
nal i ntegr ation (input-output relations, factor flows, etc.) in 
order to reduce disparities between core-regions and peripheries . 
They are essentially based on the above mentioned neoclassical assump-
tion that with increas~d functional integration production factors and 
commoditities will move to the locations of their highest return, and that 
factor and commodity prices will equalize over space and lead to a 
xl This applies both to the national and to the international level. On the latter 
see Rha ghavan, ~ti. 't976. 
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convergence of regional per capita income (p . 48f.). It was s hown 
above that this is not the case in reality. 
The problem in question can a_so be posed in terms o f comparative 
market access as a deter minant of regional growth . The improvement 
of mutual accessibility between core regions and pe rip he ries at 
first sight would be expected to give periphera l areas a comparative 
advantage through improved access to large core-region markets, 
wherea s core regions wo ul d gain improved a cce ss onl y to t h e relatively 
small ma r kets of peripheral areas and would consequently be expected 
to benefit less from integration . In reality howeve r, th e already 
h ighly developed core regio ns gain much greater co mparativ e ad van tage 
from such functio nal integration due to their greatly su perior capaci-
ty to utili21c! agglomeration and scale economies (Pedersen a nd Stohr, 
1971). Core regions are thereby able to i nc rease thei r 
initial advantage. 
To pe rip he ral areas majo r co mp arative ad v antages accrue mainly when 
they possess co n siderable scarce and real tiv ely immobile resources 
in sectors of rapidly i nc reasing national or internati on al demand 
(selected mineral resources, tourism, etc.) or Lf they offer comparative-
1 y g_reater external a nd scale economie s than competing c ore - region s. 
Th e first is t h e case in few hi ghly developed countries onl yi the 
second is an objecti v e of growth centre s trategies. An alternative 
strategy of increasing aggregate peripheral d em a nd by improved intra-
regional a ccessibi lity within or between peripheral areas so far has 
been rarely been attempte d. 
(6) Growth centr e poli c ies : 
The s e essentially involve cor.ibination of the characteristics of "modern" 
industries mentioned above (2) plus the creation of agglomeration 
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economie s in an attempt to reduce the bac wa s h effects 
between peripheral and developed regions and at the same tie 
create spread effects to the growth centres' hinterlands,E mpiric al 
analyses (I I / A / 3 / a ) howeve r indicate that this h as been ac hieved 
only rarely. In the majority of case s it seems that where growt h 
centres were able to increase their own dynamics it was due to 
increased backwash effects from their hinterlands (withdrawal of 
labor a n d n atural resources, deterioration of the h i nte rland's 
terms of trade). In co nse quence therefore, even wh en growth cent er 
policies have increased the a vera ge •rowth rate of 
pe rip h eral regio n s - and thereby interregional disparities red u ced -
intra-regional disparities of living levels usually hav e i ncre ased. 
T~is me ans that growth centres have essentially lead to a shift 
of disparities from the inter-regional to the intra-regional level, 
but rarely seem to have led to a, overall reduction of spatial disparities 
in living levels. In part this may be due to the lack of explicit in-
centives for the utilization of regional resources, (point 2 above), 
particularly natural resources and labor,which are predomi n antly 
located in hinterlands . The second reason may be the 
17) Lack of an explicit sectoral specification of regional de v elopment 
policy. Regional policy in most market a nd mixed economies 
has essentially been sectorally unspecified· (Fl ore, 1976). With the 
application of regional incentives along criteria of efficiency and 
growth one expected that those sectors would be attracted to peri -
pheral areas which co n for med most to these criteria . The attraction 
of an efficient and fast growing activity howeve r, did not necessa -
rily mean that the respective locality or region would actually 
benefit from faster growth. Activities with few local or 
regio nal linkages may in fact (e.g. Penouil. 1969) contrib ut e much more to 
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t e gro th of at er localities or regions with which t he y mai nt ain 
i tensive functional interaction ra the r than to the gr owth of their 
on region . To become regionally effective, both regional policy 
and growth centre policy would therefore ave to address itself 
mo re specifically to sectors whic~ beyond the criter i a mentione1 also 
produce intra-regional income and employment multiplier s; functional 
relations between the " modern " expor t-base activities and i n tra-
regional sectors, linkages to regional resources and to regional 
de mand seem impo rta nt for t hi s purpose . To comply with suc h rather 
complex characteristics a more explicitly s ectoral ly or iented regional 
policy may be nece ssary. Klaassen , Paelinc k a nd Wa ge na ar (1976) ,for 
insta nc e.propose the sele ction of acti viti es for regi on al development 
alo ng three gro u ps of criteria: regional income and employment mult i-
plier~ intra- and extra-regional market potential, a n d locational 
profile. Similar suggestions are made by Strassert , 1976 . 
(BJ Extension of core-region based education and training facilities to 
peripheries: Ed u cational policy in most countries tries to equalize 
educational and training opportunities in all part s of the nation al 
territory. In most countries, particularly those with 3 cent ralized 
educational policy , this means the introduction of . un iform (core -
r e gion based) educational standards and curricula als c for peri-
pheral areas. With sta ndards and curricula oriented towards core-re-
gion needs, people from pe ripheral areas (and particularly the mo st 
highly trained of them) are often forced tp migrat e to core-region s, 
a fact which increases still further spatially disequilibrating effe c ts 
alreadymentioned . On . the other h a nd.t he orie n tation of curricula and 
educational objective s to regional needs (without discrimi n ati n g in 
le vel s of education] might be able to better s e rve botn human need s 
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and regional development by reducing the psychic and social cos~ of 
econo micalJy induced migration. 
(9) Extension of core-region based public and private organizations 
to peripheral areas 
A major instrument for the development of peripheral areas in many 
countries has been the strengthening of national (core-region steered ; 
administrative and planning systems for peripheral areas. This usually 
manifested itself in the establishment of new or the expansion of 
existing central government offices (or their dependencies) in 
peripheral areas charged with designing and implementing plans for peripheral 
area development. While these new or expanded core-region based 
organizations oft·en helped to speed up material progress 
by facilitating the transfer of capital, technology and organizational 
skills to peripheral regions, they very often supplanted existing 
autochthonous regional organizations and thus debilitated regional 
organizing capacity. Only in few cases have these centrally-guided 
institutions explicitly promoted the organizing capacity of autoch-
thonous regional institu~ions, or voluntarily transferred powers 
to them. The forceful drive for the devolution of power on the part 
of peripheral communities in many countries today (GB, Spain, France, 
etc.) must be considered as a reaction to this fact. Similar arguments 
also apply to the extension into peripheral areas of core-region 
based private sector organizations such as branches of multiregional 
or multinational firms (II/B/3 and III/B/2 above). 
Apart from supplanting and debilitating the organizational capacity 
of local and regional institutions in peripheral areas. externally-based 
public or private organizations also tend to apply uniformly to peripheral areas dec:sion 
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ma ing c riteria, their ig technology and their organizational 
principle s The im~act on the underutiliza-
cion of regional natural ard human r e so u rces has already been dis-
cusseo (III/8/2) . Similar pressure is exerted on specifically 
regional cultural patte r ns . value systems, customs and t raditions 
which are import a nt ingredie,ts of reg ion al identity . They serve not 
only as "co mforts" (Sc i tov s ky , 1 976) for non - mat erial hu man satis-
faction but also constitute a n important prerequisite for sustained 
material pr ogress. 
In various unitary states (France, Great Britain, Sweden) it has 
been attempted to mitigate the high geographic concentration of 
administrative functions - rather than by devolving powers to 
regional units - by relocating public offices from the c apital to 
less developed areas. While thi s may have created a certain spatial 
redistribution of income to perip heral areas, effects on the redistri -
bution of decision-making were usu ally small since central decision-
making structures were retained . Similarily small were employment 
effects since many posts were filled by employees who moved 
along from core-region s together with the decentralized agencies 
(Sundquist, 1975) . 
In federal countries such as Austria, GFR. USA , these problem s 
seem to have been considerably smaller . There, even i rsign ificant 
and little struct ured regional policies may already be accompanied 
by a convergence of regional develop ment tre nds (II / A/1 above) . 
(10) Rein force men t of core-region based standards, rules and valu e 
systems over periphery 
Along with the transfer of public i nv est e nt (III/8/3), the extension 
of transpo rt and comrnwnications ne twor ks (III/8/4), of education 
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and training facilities (III/B/8) ,and of organizational structures 
(III/B/9) from core-regions to peripheries, the extension of 
core-region based standards, rules and value systems over peri-
pheral areas became reinforced. It is what Friedmann (1973 , p . 70) 
has called "the extension over a given territory of a common basis 
for social life a shared frame of socio-cultural expectations, 
including language, cultural values , political-legal- bureaucratic 
institutions, and a marke t exo nom y." 
As long as uniform national standards and rules are set predominantly 
according to core-region value systems, peripheral areas will usually 
be at a comparative disadvantage in reaching them, however . 
The possibility of _maintaining a plurality of value systems and 
life styles would give regions with different preconditions better 
chances to develop their respective potentials and reach a comparable 
degree of satisfaction within their respective value systems. 
The following is a synopsis of the policy instruments a nalized above 
and of the major empirically found conditions which seem to be 
associated with them. 
Major policy i strJments for the 
development of peripheral areas: 
(1) capital incentives and tech-
nology transfer 
(2) promotion of "modern" industries 
characterized by 
- high productivity 
- high demand elasticity of 
products 
- export base orientation 
(3) transfer of public investment 
(4) Extension of transport and 
coITlllunication networks from 
core-regions to peripheries 
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related empiricalc:onditio sir peripheral areas: 
increased regional productivity and output 
but 
small employment effect 
increased reliance on external production factors 
and on external demand 
increased underemployment of regional [natural 
and human) resources 
predominance of branch plants of core-region 
based multiregional or multi-national enterprises 
[possessing comparative advantage in bridging 
distance to peripheral areas1/ new "modern"industries 
and particularly branch plants in peripheral areas 
contribute to the following phenomena: 
- new jobs mainly in low skill and low 
wage categories 
- relatively high structural and cyclical insta-
bility 
- few functional relation s of new plants within 
peripheral areas contribute to small intra -
regional multiplier effects 
- new activities create relatively high regional 
import propensity , whereby part of their impact 
is lost through leakages to other regions 
- comparatively high closure rate of new plants 
and jobs 
- scarce production factors ( _si;illed labor,capitall 
are withdrawn from regional basic needs sectors 
and intraregional d~sparities in access to basic 
needs facilities increase 
external economies reduce prodJction cost in peri -
pheral areas but leakages to other regions occur 
particularly in the case of cent rally steered 
public investments 
reduction of peripheral areas' ability to mobilize 
and handle their own resources 
increase in accessibility mai ly amongst core-
regions and between core-regio,s and peripheral 
areas; little accessibility in=rease between and 
within peripheral areas 
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(5) promotion of core-peri-
phery i nt egration 
(6) growth centre policies 
(7) lack of explicit sectoral 
specification of regional de-
velopment policy 
(8) extension of core-region based 
education and training facil i-
ties 
(9) extension of core-region based 
public and private organizations 
to peripheral areas 
{10) reinforcement of core-region 
based standards, rules and 
value systems over peripheral 
areas 
co parative advantage of spatial integration accrues 
mainly to core regions (unless peripheries possess 
considerable scar~e 2 nd irm,obile resources or 
offer at her major external economies) 
often shift spatial disparities from one level 
(inter-regional ) to a nother (usually intra-regio-
nal) but little reduction of overall spatial 
disparities in living levels 
emphasis on efficiency and growth criteria but 
neglect of (sectorally differentiated) i nt ra-re-
gional income and employment multiplier effects 
uniform (core region based) curricula tend to 
neglect differentiated regional educational 
need s and increase pressure for selective 
out-migration from peripheral area~ thereby increasinf 
disequilibrium effect s 
core-region based instjtutions supplant 
autochthonous regional ones and debilitate their 
organizing capacity 
application of central decision-making criteria 
handicaps consideration of differentiated regional 
needs and full utilization of peripheral resources 
public offices relocated to peripheral areas have, 
particularly in unitary states, relatively small 
positive employment and decision-making effect s 
for peripheral areas 
due to their different starting conditions 
peripheral areas are at a comparative disadvan-
tage in reaching uniform core-region based stan-
dard s 
possibility of peripheral areas to maintain a plu-
rality of value systems a nd life styles would 
improve their chances to develop their own regional 
potential s to maximize satisfaction in terms of 
their respective value systems. 
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C. Conclusions 
Regi o nal de v elop ent trends a n d the effects of regio al development 
policies as described in section II have been partly s uccessful in 
their quantitative aspects ( umbers of created jobs, a ount of invest-
ment, level of regional u n employ r.i ent, regional per capita income, 
gross or net outmigration etc . l. Spatial disparities of 
living levels were reduced or at least stabilized in some 
countries while in a number of other cou n tries they have continued 
to increase or were merely shifted from one spatial level to another 
(II / A/1). 
Qualitative and structural aspects of spatial disparities 
(skill structure and stability of new plants and jobs, wage levels and 
wage differentials, organizational linkages, control mechanisms and 
functional characteristics of new plants, degree of extraregional 
ownership etc . ), however, have essentially remained unsatisfactory 
and in some cases - partly as side - effect s of traditional regional 
policy instruments - have even deteriorated (II/B/1) . 
In order to reduce spatial disparities of living levels, regional 
development policies have given major emphasis to the cransfer 
of private and public resources from core regions to peripheries through 
capital incentives and public infrastructure investment (III/BJ . 
At the same time the promotion of new activities was based on effi -
ciency criteria and on demand backed by effective purchasing power . 
ew activities in peripheral areas therefore were to a great extent 
"modern" industries offering high productivity, high dEmand elasticity 
Fi4 
~d export base demand. These policie s increased production in peri-
~ era1 areas (mainly for core-region or extra-regional de mand) 
but at the sa me time led to a re-allocation of scarce production 
factors in peripheral areas from basic needs sectors (backed by 
insuffici e n t purchasing powe r ) to regional e xp ort products. This 
frequen tly led to a deteri oration in the access to basic service 
fa ci 1ities, particularly for t h e less mobile and less affluent 
po pul ation strata. At the sa me time t h is re-allocation of factors 
1 e d to an underutilization of factors that are relatively abundant in peri-
pheral areas, especially of natural res ource s (III/8/1-3). 
Traditional regional develop ment policies . also 1 ed to 
the extension of core-region based private and public institutions 
(multiregional firms, large-scale public agencies), · of transport 
and communications networks, a nd of core-region standards and value 
9y stems to peripheral areas (III/8/4-10). Co n seque n tly, peripheral areas, 
in addition to their increasing dependence on external production 
factors and external demand, also became increasingly dependent 
on external private and public decision-making. Increased external 
dependence and reduced self-relianc e on regional resources therefo re 
occured in all these respects. As both these factors have increasingly 
become objectives of development in their own right and at the same 
time are considered important prerequisites for sustained economic 
development, it is not surprising that both the degree of subjective 
and of objective satisfaction with the results of established regio-
n al de v elopme n t policies has been rather poor. 
The increase in exter n al dependence and the reduction in self-re l ia nc e 
of peripheral areas h a v e led to variety of "l e a ka ges" of the positive 
effects experienced in some quantitative indicators 8f economic 
development . Such leakages occu r vi a organization al link ages of 
multiregional firms o r public agencies and manifest them sel ve s 
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in the transfe r of employment and income effects to other regions, 
through increases in regional impo rt propensity and a deterioration 
of the regional term s of trade , through th e closu re of employment or 
service facilities by extraregional decisions, etc .. Similar disad-
vanta g e s occur vi a the introduc tion of core -reg ion based rules, 
standards and v alue s ystem s which put peripheral a rea s at a dis -
ad vanta ge in reachi n g un iform nat ional standards (for a sy nop sis of 
t hes e effects see p. 61 f .J. 
The moderate suc ce ss of regional develop men t policies so far seems to 
have been facilitated to a considerable ext e n t by the relatively 
h igh rates of eco nom ic growth and expa n sion of demand in the past 
de~ades wh ich,due to factor bottlenecks in the highly developed 
and often co n gested core regions, have - vi a t h e market mechanism -
created "spill-overs• of development to peripheral areas. It appears 
th at regional policy has in fact only accen tuated and in some cases 
attempted to redirect the locational pattern of these "spill-overs". 
A positive net effect for perip h eral areas may therefore be explained 
by a preponderance of these acce ntu ated spill-over e ffect s over the 
negative "leakage" effects mentioned above. If one a s sumes for the 
year s to come a reduced rate of overall economic gro wth and of de mand 
expansion, t he se spill-over effects on the one h and are likely to 
decrease and thereby reduce still furt he r the effectiveness of tra-
ditio n al regional policy instru ment s. On the ot her han d. the lack of 
these s pill - over effects will a l so increase the magnitude of 
regional problems for the solution of which , due to the reduced rate 
of over all economic gr owth, l es s funds will be available . A grave 
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negative spiral may therefore emerge . 
For al evaluations of regional policy and particularly the more 
narrowly conceived impact studies (section I/bl have so far mainly 
attempt ed to measure the re ations between the magnitude of specific 
policy instruments (magnitude of capital incentives, subsidies, 
public infrastructure investment, etc.) and the reduction of spatial 
disparities . From this type of analysis it might follow tha t in 
order to reduce spatial disparities further, more resources should 
be dedicated to some of the traditional policy instruments. 
Essentially the following policy alternatives seem to exist in future 
if ttie actual reduction in spatial disparities in living levels 
falls short of established g oals : 
(al to increas e the magnitude of inputs into existing policy instr u-
ments by makin g mor e funds available for direct incentives or for 
public transfers to less developed areas. This may be economically 
and politically very difficult (if not impossible) particularly 
in case of reduced rates of overall economic growth. Even if the 
latter were not the case however, it is by no means clear whether 
the interregional leakages mentione d do not increase at least at 
the same rate - and in part as a function of - increases in the 
xl 
magnitude of traditional policy inputs. 
This would mean that traditional policy instruments have a built-in 
self-defeating mechanism. Such suspicion seems to e mer ge from the inter-
pretations undertaken in section III/a and would in fact be quite 
in accordance with some of the major critiques which have been 
x)From the discussion in section III/e it can in fact be assumed that e.g. increased 
capital incentives may aggrevate underemployment of regional labor and natural 
resources, increase dependence from outside decisions, lead to a deterioration in 
regional terms of trade etc .. For an increase in other instruments of established 
regional policy similar aggravations of the empirical findings described in 
section III/5 (see also synopsis on p. 6.1 J might occur. 
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leveled against development and aid policies at the international 
xx l level. 
It may well be that the unsatisfactory results of regio al develop-
ment policies in some countries are not so much due to insufficient 
resources allocated to regional development efforts as to 
an inadequate conceptual structurefor regio nal deve lopment policies . 
(bl Alternative policies of regional development migh t have to be 
oriented more specifically towards changing the basic parameters 
underlying the "leakages" of developmental effects out of peripheral 
areas. Measures whi ch already (usually intuiti ve ly and implicitly) 
are being taken in this direction in various countries we~e 
compiled in an earlier paper (St6hr and T6dtling 19761 where they were 
subsu med under the heading of "measures of selective spatial 
closure" . In practice, these measure s have been used so far in 
isolated form and hav e therefore hardly been able to change the 
operation of spatial systems in a coherent way. 
It would go beyond the scope of this paper to develop a coherent 
framework for an alternative regional development strategy. Such a 
strategy,however,would certainly need to give much ~or e attention 
to counteractin g the negative phenomena which hav e accompanie d 
traditional regional development policies and a number- cf which are 
dealt with in section III/5 and synthesized on p. 61 f. In essence 
such an alternative strategy would probably have to move in the direc-
tion of what in international development policy is vaguely called 
xxl ~ 
This critique on present andprcposed development and aid policies at the 
international level is directea against the proposed further emphasis on massive 
public financial transfers to developing countries which as in the past, it is 
feared, will increase rather than reduce the dependence of developing countries 
from the industrialized ones: " ... this type of 'aid' is not only a myth, but ... 
it involves a direct and tangible economic - or at any rate political - gain for 
the donor countries". (Santa Cruz 1976) . 
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more "self-reliant" developme nt (Erb and Kallau 1975). 
At the regional or interregional i P.vel within countries an alterna-
tive policy would have to lay greater emphasis on: 
- projects which mobilize and utilize regional (natural , human , etc.) 
resources and serve regional basic ne eds rather than to projects based 
on satisfying external demand; 
- utilizing and possibly transforming existing (or structuring new) 
regional institutions to promote peripheral development in line 
with self-defined objectives, instead of utilizing primarily extra-
regional institutions to promote development by externally-defined 
standards, 
- qualitative and structural aspects of regional development (diversity 
of employment opportunities, skill structure, wage level and stabili-
ty of new jobs, regional income and employment multipliers, organiza-
tional and decision-making structures of new plants, etc.) rather ~han 
the present emphasis on mainly quantitative aspects (regional product, 
per capita income, number of jobs created etc.). Many of these quan-
titative advances are often considerably reduced and even nullified 
by disadvantages in qualitative and structural aspects and in less 
tangible areas such as changes in regional terms of trade, extra-
regional multipliers, increased dependence on extraregional 
decisions, etc., 
- accessibility increases within and between peripheral areas rather 
than on the improvement of accessibility mainly amongst core-~egions 
and b etween core-regions and peripheries, 
- including in the evaluation of regional policy instruments the 
repercussions at all important levels (n~t only the regional and 
national ones), in order to ascertain whether specific strategies 
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and instruments actually reduce total spatial disparities in living 
levels or mainly shift them from one level to another; 
- t e accelerated devolution of decision-ma ing powers from large-scale 
(private and public) functional units to territorial units at different 
scales; provisions facilitating the regional differentiation of 
value systems. cultural patterns, standards and organizational 
forms; and on the strengthening of organizational capacities for 
self-organization at the lccal and regional levels; 
- equity in the satisfaction of (usually territorially provided) con-
crete basic needs, including employment and basic private and public 
services. rather than the present predominant emphasis on efficiency, 
growth and more abstract overall objectives such as increase in 
regional product. per capita income. number of jobs created, or the 
quantity of infrastructure and service facilities provided by large-
scale (public of private) organizations. often with little considera-
tion for the concrete needs of, and the active participation by. 
small-scale groups using and organizing them 1 
- selection of technologies which serve the above regional objectives 
instead of the present search for (or transfer of) the highest 
available technology chosen by growth and efficiency maximizing 
criteria. This might involve a certain degree o~ despe c ialization 
of activities (Pedersen 1975 a) and a reduction in large-scale 
interactions with a view to more energy-saving interaction patterns 
and radii. 
Research in this direction needs to be continued and intensified. 
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